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Abstract

Limited power budgets and the need for high performance computing have led to
platform customization with a number of accelerators integrated with many-core
CPUs. The design space of architectures with CPUs and accelerators forms a
continuum with varying degrees of specialization in execution data paths, memories,
data communication and control. In order to study customized architectures, this
dissertation focuses on computer vision workloads and architectures optimized to
implement these workloads. Exploiting similarities in computer vision workloads,
this dissertation presents configurable accelerators that implement frequently
performed operations in these workloads and optimized for energy-efficiency. A
detailed study of how to map workloads on accelerators is presented.
This dissertation models customization design points and compares their
performance and energy across a number of computer vision workloads. The
limitations of generic architectures are analyzed and the costs and benefits of
increasing customization using these micro-architectural design points is quantified.
The sources of performance and energy efficiency in customized architectures are
iii

identified. The impact of a)specialized functional units b)local memories optimized
for specific memory access pattern c) optimization of data transfer from external
memories into local memories, and from local memories into functional unit
registers is studied in detail. This analysis leads us to develop a framework
consisting of low-power multi-cores and an array of configurable micro-accelerator
functional units, performing the best for the chosen domain of computer vision
workloads. Using this platform, this dissertation illustrates data flow and control
processing optimizations that provide for performance gains similar to custom
ASICs for vision benchmarks.
The scaling of such systems with multi core processors to larger and larger number
of cores and integration with a large number of optimized accelerators substantially
increases both computation and data transfers. A comprehensive design-space
exploration of multi core architectures and accelerators with shared memories using
cycle-accurate full-chip simulators or design and synthesis is becoming impractical
due to prohibitive simulation times. In order to study the impact of data flow between
local memories in CPUs and accelerators, there is a need for fast, accurate and
scalable models that aid in system architecture design space exploration. Therefore,
this dissertation presents an analytical model that abstracts the processing unit,
and characterizes it in terms of memory interaction alone. The presented model,
Performance Estimation through Contention ANalysis (PECAN), is a tool that
models various uncore components, and estimates per-core performance in multi
core architectures and accelerators. Using the developed framework, this dissertation
carries out a fast uncore design space exploration of multi core processors with
accelerators.
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Chapter

1

Introduction
Visual perception, image processing and analytics applications have become
pervasive across automotive, medical, retail, education, agriculture, personal and
security domains. Algorithms of increasing computational complexity are used in
these diverse domains to provide enhanced user experience. For example, facial
recognition algorithms can be used in retail stores to identify customers and
provide a personalized shopping experience. Feature points from edge detectors
and depth information are used in automatic parking assist systems. Video
surveillance systems rely on object detection and tracking algorithms.

The

profileration of visual capture devices such as Google Glass has led to a rapid
development of personal analytics and the applications and algorithms associated
with it. Implementation of such smart applications on hardware poses severe
computational challenges in today’s energy-limited processors. There have been
concerted efforts in exploiting new architectures, algorithms and emerging
technologies to achieve high performance, energy efficient processing.
1

Power constraints arising out of slowed supply voltage scaling lead to a Utilization
Wall, a gap between the available transistor budget and the fraction of that budget
that can achieve full utilization under a fixed power budget, which grows with
each processor generation [2, 3]. Recent industry and academic efforts have
focused on processor customization as a solution to improve performance and
energy efficiency, also taking advantage of rising transistor count. It has been well
established that customizing processor data paths and data storage elements to
suit the data flow of specific applications, which subsequently reduces overheads
due to instruction fetching and decoding, can lead to improved performance and
energy efficiencies [2,4–9]. Most of these heterogeneous architectures work based on
the principle of executing sequential code on general purpose cores and offloading
computation with data-level parallelism onto specialized energy efficient functional
units. Heterogeneous platforms combine many-cores and accelerators to improve
performance and save energy by scheduling tasks on appropriate cores based
on application characteristics. The scaling of multi core processors to larger
and larger number of cores, combined with the inclusion of a large number of
energy-efficient accelerators, has substantially increased both computation and
data transfers. While the speed of on-core computations is increasing steadily with
each technology generation, the overall system throughput is being hampered by
stagnating communication speeds. The larger objective of this work is to (a) design
accelerator-rich many core systems using energy-efficient configurable datapaths
and memories and (b) quantify the impact of dataflow and communication on
overall throughput of the system.
At first, this work identifies and quantifies the factors impacting performance
and energy efficiencies of domain-specific processors for intelligent vision systems.

2

Design of heterogeneous systems including many-core CPUs and energy-efficient
accelerators involves customization of (a) Data path processing elements (b) Memory
elements to provide custom buffer types and sizes (c) Control and data flow between
processing elements. The impact of each of these factors on performance and power
needs to be studied. Specialized data paths lead to improved performance and
energy efficiency, while adding a degree of configurability leads to implementation
of a wide range of functions or computational patterns frequently used in domainspecific applications. This work attempts to quantify the trade-offs involved in
designing private per-accelerator customized scratchpads as opposed to accelerators
tightly coupled to a CPU and sharing the CPU’s local memory. This work views
each application in the image processing and vision domain as a flow or sequence
of operations, each one of which can be mapped to a CPU or a specific accelerator.
The streaming data flow nature of these applications is exploited by designing
accelerators that feed or forward their output directly to another accelerator rather
than use shared memory as an intermediary, thereby improving performance and
energy-efficiency.
Second, this work attempts to quantify the impact of sharing memory and
data-transfers in accelerator-rich many-core systems. Accelerators are designed
with their own private memories to improve performance, and there is a need to
quantify the costs associated with data transfers between CPU and accelerator
memories. This cost depends on various factors, primarily the interconnect type and
architecture and the contention for resources due to shared access by all elements
in the system. Even applications with light memory utilization can potentially slow
down due to contention and interference from other applications at shared resources
such as the interconnect, memory controller and memories. The ability of even
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state-of-the-art simulators to accurately characterize this effect is severely limited
due to the rapid increase in simulation times with many-cores and detailed uncore
models. A comprehensive design-space exploration of multi core architectures
and accelerators using cycle-accurate full-chip simulators is becoming impractical
due to prohibitive simulation times. Therefore, there is a need for fast, accurate
and scalable analytical models that abstract the processing core in terms of its
interaction and model system architecture when applications are run on different
types of processing cores with transfer of data between them. In this dissertation,
we present a framework that mathematically models various uncore components,
including chip interconnects and (a) estimates per-core performance in multi core
architectures that share memories and (b) accelerator performance that includes cost
of memory access and data transfers from/to memory attached to many-core CPUs
to/from local memories of accelerators. Such a modeling framework would enable
a comprehensive analysis of the entire processing system for vision applications.
(I) Design of configurable accelerators
A large number of computer vision and image processing algorithms have been
been examined to identify the hot kernels or frequently performed computational
primitives. On observing applications such for tasks such as Corner detection
(FAST [10], Harris Corner Detection [11]), Face Recognition using Local Binary
Pattern [12], Edge detection (Sobel Edge Detection, Canny Edge detection [13]),
Object recognition (Histogram of Oriented Gradients [14], Removed Object
Detection [15], HMAX [16]), Visual saliency (AIM [17]) and Convolution Neural
Networks for variety of recognition tasks, it can be seen that these algorithms
algorithms compute very similar basic operations or kernels. In this work a set of
functional units have been designed, which can be configured to work in different
4

modes of operation to implement a large number of these basic kernels or
primitives.

This dissertation describes how to map algorithms on these

accelerators exploiting a) specialized datapaths to implement mathematical
operations in the algorithm and , b) specialized memories optimized for specific
memory access patterns of these algorithms.
(II) Exploration of accelerator-rich many-core architectures
Exploration of heterogeneous architectures involves a study of a broad range
of design points. Heterogeneous platforms combine big and small cores on a chip
to improve performance and save energy by scheduling tasks on appropriate cores
based on application characteristics. Further, energy efficient Many-Core clusters
with custom memory interfaces accelerate highly threaded applications. Cores
augmented with specialized functional units, such as ARM Neon, can efficiently
execute SIMD-rich regions in an application. Such functional units tightly coupled
to a processor’s datapath as ISA extensions can be customized further for a specific
class of applications and performance gains are achieved by offloading hot kernels
or patterns onto these units. Further specialization leads to larger accelerator
or IP blocks with optimized datapaths loosely integrated in the network shared
by multiple cores. At the far end of the heterogeneity spectrum is integrating,
for every application, an ASIC-like custom accelerator designed for that specific
application that optimizes data flow and control processing within the accelerator.
To maximize the performance benefits and energy savings for specific application
classes, it is imperative to understand how these architectures compare with one
another and where they stand with respect to the efficiency and performance of
dedicated, per-application accelerators. Therefore, the objective of this phase of
the dissertation is to explore the following:
5

• What are the sources of performance gain and energy reduction in a
heterogeneous system?

The design space of architectures with CPUs and accelerators forms a continuum
with varying degrees of specialization in execution data paths, memories, data
communication and control. By varying the degree of customization of memory,
compute and data flow and communication, the design space can be broadly
discretized into the following design points: a. Multi-core cluster with custom
scratchpad memories and interfaces (MCA), b. Multi cores with customized
accelerators tightly coupled to each individual core (TCA), and c. Multi cores
sharing independent or loosely-coupled accelerators, each with private memory
(LCA). In this dissertation each of these design points were designed in verilog and
synthesized in 32 nm technology for an iso-area and iso-bandwidth comparitive
study. The MCA design point is modeled with a cluster of low-power OpenRISC
cores and L1 memories accessed using a single-cycle interconnect. Functional units
for computer vision kernels are added to each core’s pipeline to form the TCA
configuration, where, each functional unit is accessible using special optimized
load/store instructions and compute instructions. The LCA design consists of cores
sharing a number of larger accelerator blocks, each with private memories. Further,
the computer vision functional units are enhanced with custom memory, routing
elements and a DMA-based data transfer mechanism into scratchpad buffers. The
LCA configuation is then evaluated with these accelerators shared by all OpenRISC
cores and optimized core-accelerator communication as well as data flow between
accelerators. The performance and energy efficiency of these models are compared
in detail to provide insights into sources of performance gain and energy savings in
each case. The impact of a)specialized functional units b)local memories optimized
6

for specific memory access pattern c) optimization of data transfer from external
memories into local memories, and from local memories into functional unit registers
is studied in detail.

• For a given area, can we achieve performance gain and energy savings
comparable to that of an ASIC?

This study of efficiency bottlenecks and kernel re-use among vision applications leads
us to propose the LCA design point with low-power many-cores and independent
configurable accelerators as an efficient means of accelerating intelligent vision
applications. Each accelerator has custom scratchpad buffers and can be configured
in different modes of operation to implement a large number of kernels. Interfaces
are optimized to support efficient control flow and data transfer between nodes.
Support for f̈lowb̈ased operations, where a sequence of accelerators identified by a
unique flow-id can be configured as a single unit, with direct data forwarding between
accelerators is added. This LCA model is then compared with per-application
dedicated accelerators with no control processors for each application to understand
the costs of flexibility of the LCA model.
(III) Evaluation of communication, contention and data transfer
overheads
In current multi core architectures, several resources are shared: Last Level
Caches (LLCs), processor interconnects, memory controllers and memory. These
are collectively termed the uncore.In addition to these, architectures are scaled to
many core systems in both embedded and server class domains by interconnecting
a cluster of processor nodes in different topologies. The LLCs are also shared
across nodes and memory is distributed resulting in Non-Uniform Memory Accesses
7

(NUMA)s. Then large number of accelerators are integrated using different types
of interconnects to the processors, which request data transfers between CPU
memories and accelerator local memories. Applications running on different cores
experience a slowdown in performance due to contention for these shared system
resources. In comparison to an application running stand-alone with unlimited
access to system resources, there is a performance loss on account of multiple
applications running on multiple cores and accelerators in parallel and sharing
system resources, as well as DMA data-transfers between accelerator memories
and CPU memories. Depending on application characteristics such as cache and
memory intensity, access rate and access patterns, and the degree of parallelism,
inter-application interference and contention within shared system resources may
lead to different effects on an application’s performance. Therefore, it is imperative
to study each component of the uncore in detail and model the effect of contention
in uncore components on each application running in a many-core system.
Due to differential access latencies of LLCs and memories for requests from
cores belonging to local and remote nodes, the effect of contention is also different
on the execution times of applications running on different nodes. Cycle-accurate
simulations to characterize the performance of a class of applications across different
architectural configurations are not scalable and can be prohibitive in terms of
simulation time and computational resources that they might consume. However,
such analyses constitute a necessary requirement for an early stage microarchitecture
definition for systems with many-cores and accelerators. A high-level analytical
model that estimates the effects of contention on an application’s performance,
given its traffic and request rates, across different architectural topologies and
design parameters would thus be invaluable from the perspective of design of
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next-generation multi core and many core architectures. Therefore, this dissertation
presents Performance Estimation Through Contention ANalysis (PECAN), an
analytical model to estimate the per-core performance in a many-core processor
with accelerators, given the single-core performance of each application running on
the accelerator and each core of the CPU in isolation. Resource contention between
multiple concurrently-running applications is estimated by determining the input
and output traffic rates at each of the sources of contention and shared resources
at uncore. The various considerations involved in modeling each of the uncore
components are presented. Finally, validation experiments against real system
measurements demonstrate that performance prediction is possible with a high
degree of accuracy.
Using the analytical model, the objective is to explore the following:

• How

do

we

quantitatively

predict

contention

in

shared

architectural resources? Conflicts arise due to contention in various
components in multi and many core architectures. These components include
the shared LLCs, processor and I/O interconnects within a node and
between nodes (cores and accelerators), and the memory controller. This
work presents a detailed analytical model to estimate contention delay at
each of the above sources and determine per-core performance slowdown due
to shared memory access and data-transfers. This dissertation examines in
detail the capabilities and limitations of such a high-level analytical model.
A high-level model can save a lot of simulation effort, since the model can be
used to present a sensitivity analysis of several architectural design
parameters. Presented model is validated using microbenchmarks that stress
different components of the uncore, SPEC2006 benchmarks with high
9

memory intensity and San Diego Vision Benchmark Suite (SD-VBS) [18]
with low memory intensity. Validation is carried out against actual hardware
measurements on IBM POWERT M processors.
• What insights can we gain for designing next generation
architectures? The objective in presenting a high-level analytical model is
to enable a quick design-space exploration of current and future
architectures. Given the performance estimates for a single core of a future
processor generation, one could provide insights related to the design of its
uncore architecture. By varying processor parameters such as bandwidth and
topology for each source of contention, it would be possible to quickly
identify the bottlenecks in each case. Similarly, we could estimate the
data-transfer costs to an accelerator in the presence of memory accesses from
applications running on the CPU. This would enable us to propose solutions
to mitigate these effects and to zero in on parameters such as the optimal
interconnection bandwidths both within the node and between nodes. This
is highly imperative for designing next-generation architectures on account of
increasing CPU and accelerator counts. In addition, such a model would also
provide useful information on which combinations of applications to schedule
together in order to minimize contention. Thus it would be possible to obtain
valuable insights for early stage definition of next-generation architectures.
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Chapter

2

Background and Related work

2.0.1

Inefficiencies of CPUs

Hameed et al. make a cogent argument in [4] for using energy per operation as an
optimization metric to improve efficiency under a fixed power budget. In order to
highlight the performance and energy efficiencies of a general purpose core, four
computation kernels used in a number of computer vision algorithms were mapped
on a 4-wide out-of-order 1Ghz ARM core with 32KB of instruction and data
caches and 2MB of L2 cache. These four kernels are convolution, histogram build,
histogram index and logarithm computation. The graph in Figure 2.1 highlights
the performance difference between the core and the custom functional units. For
compute intensive operations like convolution the ARM core lags in performance
by 20000x and consumed 12000x more energy for a 32nm technology node. This
clearly shows that datapath customization is required to bridge both performance
and energy gaps.
Further, when we breakdown energy consumption between different pipeline
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Figure 2.1: Energy gap and performance slow down of ARM core compared to a
custom functional unit

Figure 2.2: Stage-wise energy breakdown of an ARM core for four kernels
stages of the general purpose core, it can be seen, as shown in Figure 2.2, that
nearly 70% energy is consumed by fetch, rename and load/store units. This
necessitates a reduction in number of instruction fetches and memory element
customization to bring about a reduction in energy. A custom logarithm compute
element was designed using a look-up-table (LUT) based on linear interpolation
of the logarithm function and compared with a simliar LUT based evaluation on
ARM Neon, eliminating the overheads of standard software numerical function
evaluation. The ARM neon implementation was still 23x slower showing that even
when computation cycles are optimized, the general purpose processor suffers from
a lack of customized memory interfaces to support faster access to tables which
do not exhibit any data locality. The performance simulation to obtain these
graphs were done using GEM5 simulator [19] and energy numbers obtained from
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McPAT [20].

2.0.2

Designing accelerators

With the end of Dennardian scaling, recent industry and academic efforts in
processor architecture have focused on processor customization as a solution to
improve performance and energy efficiency, also taking advantage of rising transistor
count with technology scaling. Processors such as Nvidia’s Tegra 4, Samsung’s
Exynos 5 Octa, Tilera’s Gx72 employ heterogeneous cores and domain-specific
accelerators for maximum performance and improved energy efficiencies for mediarich applications. Most computer vision and image processing applications have
common characteristics such as fine-grain parallelism, coarse-grain parallelism,
structured memory accesses, streaming data access patterns, and pipelined data
flow. An image processing and analytics system exploits these characteristics
to provide high performance and low energy processing by designing datapaths
customized for vision tasks. Datapaths of accelerators usually process an entire
array or vector of pixels on pipelined parallel processing elements. Such accelerators
can be added to a host GP-CPU as an extension to the processor pipeline and
ISA. When accelerators are tied or coupled to a CPU, sharing the core’s memory,
the execution of each accelerator operation is coordinated and controlled by the
core. The computation kernel code is compiled into block memory and compute
instructions implemented by the accelerator and array address traversal and loop
control instructions implemented by the host core. On the other hand, independent
accelerators with private memory can be integrated with the network shared by
all cores. The memories have custom bit-widths, custom organizations such as
FIFOs or scratchpads and custom routing between buffers and local registers. As
13

opposed to several overlapping memory loads, the private buffers facilitate data
re-use. Integration of these accelerators is simpler, since the programming interface
consists of only offload calls with pointers to data, which can be fetched into the
buffers using DMA.

2.0.3

Understanding the existing landscape of processing
platforms

This section attempts to categorize platforms suitable for vision processing into
design points and analyze micro-architectural features that enable energy-efficient
processing.
GPUs: GPUs offer hundreds of cores for computation and are well suited
for embarrassingly parallel algorithms. Graphics and video processing and scene
analysis applications can be partitioned into segments processed by independent
thread blocks, individual threads within blocks processing smaller sub-regions in
parallel using the CUDA programming model. The Single Instruction Multiple
Thread (SIMT) architecture schedules thread blocks concurrently on available
multiprocessors, hiding memory latencies using abundant thread-level parallelism.
Heterogeneous SMP:The 28nm Renesas electronics quad/octa core mobile
application processor [21], ARM big.LITTLE platform, Nvidia Tegra propose
combining high performance cores and low power cores with adaptive voltage
scaling techniques. Media Tek 28nm heterogeneous mobile processor [22] consisting
of ARM Cortex A15 and A7 cores includes several power, thermal and performance
optimizations.
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Multi-core accelerators: Multicore accelerators consisting of multi-cores and
dedicated memory interfaces, core-to-core communication interfaces have been
proposed by Tilera Gx [23] P2012 in [24], and Polymorphic Pipeline Array in [25].
Unlike SMPs with cache-coherency and memory consistency models, P2012 uses
dedicated DMA engines to transfer data from external memories into shared L1
memories overlapping computation on the cores. [25] consists of a large number of
simple cores each with multiple processing elements and shared scratchpad memories
connected using a Mesh-style interconnect. Direct connections between register files
in neighboring cores enable fast sharing and forwarding of data. Applications such
as H.264, AAC video encoders with coarse-grain pipeline parallelism and innerloop level parallelism show improvement in performance by exploiting fine-grain
parallelism using modulo scheduling.
SIMD and Vector thread: SIMD extensions to multi-cores such as ARMNeon and Intel AVX save computation energy by operating on wider vectors in
multiple vector lanes of computing units in parallel, rather than fetch and process
scalar instructions. [9,23] propose vector thread architectures, a hybrid of SIMD and
SIMT that are designed specifically to improve parallel loops with irregular data
access and control flow. Handling branch divergence among vector threads using
flags can lead to complicated flag arithmetic logic for complex conditions. Maven
proposes a SIMT-like solution, where the threads with taken branches are buffered
while the others execute, followed by the divergent vector threads. Most algorithms
used in classification and recognition applications such as k-means clustering
and radix sort have irregular control flows and benefit from such architectures.
Qualcomm Hexagon [26] is a VLIW DSP with hardware multi-threading and SIMD
functional units is optimized for mobile heterogeneous computing.
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Application-specific TCA: Datapath specialization is proposed in works
such as DYSER [7] and Greendroid [2].

They propose tightly integrating

specialized datapaths with a processor functional unit to offload ḧotör frequently
occurring patterns of code.

The main source of energy saving comes from

reduction in instruction count due to wide instructions and elimination of
fetch/decode overheads.Clemons et al [6, 27] further extend the ISA by tightly
coupling more powerful functional units to big and small cores compute frequently
occurring kernels in computer vision algorithms. They also propose a specialized
patch memory to hold a 2-d rectangular region of data based on software
rearrangement of a 2-d tile of data into a single DRAM row.

Accesses to

consecutive 2-d patches or tiles are serviced by the DRAM row buffer.
Multi-cores with LCA: Works such as SARC [28], CHARM [8],
AXR-CMP [29], and Cogniserve [30] propose a system with multiple cores and
shared accelerators. [8, 29] propose a framework for composable accelerators
assembled from accelerator building blocks with dedicated DMA engines. These
systems have been demonstrated to improve performance for applications in the
medical domain. SARC [28] proposes an asymmetric CMP with high performance
master nodes and application-specific worker processors.
Figure 2.3 shows the performance comparison for different types of CMOS
architectures in terms of frames per second for the FAST corner detection algorithm
[14]. The values are normalized over performance result of a 1GHz ARM core
obtained from simulation using the GEM5 full-system simulator [19]. Performance of
FAST for homogeneous multi-core system is obtained from mapping the application
on Platform-2012 [24]. The GPU used is the Nvidia GTX 280. Reported results
from [27] were used for evaluating the EVA platform. Accelerators were designed
16

to compute the basic primitives in FAST algorithm such as sum of center-surround
differences and non-maximal suppression. 4 out-of-order ARM CPUs were used
for control flow between the accelerators. The multi-core system with shared
accelerators running at 500MHz, was simulated using GEM5. The fully customized
accelerator was designed with datapath and control optimized for FAST.

Figure 2.3: Ratio of output frames per second over that of an ARM core for FAST
corner detection algorithm TCA = Tightly Coupled Accelerators; LCA=Loosely
Coupled Accelerators
In the rest of the chapters in this dissertation, a detailed performance and
energy analysis of such architectures with accelerators is carried out in the context
of computer vision algorithms.

2.0.4

Processor modeling

Extensive research on building analytical models of processors has been carried out
in the last two decades. [31–33] provide detailed insights into mechanistic modeling
in-order and out-of-order super scalar processors by modeling time intervals between
miss events. [34] learns parameters difficult to model analytically through regression
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such as MLP and branch resolution time and combines these parameters with
traditional mechanistic interval modeling equations to obtain CPI stacks. [35,
36] reduce simulation time by using statistical simulation techniques. In [37]
interval modeling is combined with simulation in order to reduce simulation time.
A performance counter architecture is implemented based on interval modeling
in [38]. Earlier models of ILP processors such as [39, 40] are completely analytical
models. [39, 41] use mean value analysis equations and model effects such as latency
hiding and synchronous and asynchronous blocking transactions. All of the above
work primarily deal with core models, while the primary objective of the analytical
modeling work presented in this dissertation is to estimate performance in the
presence of interference from other applications using detailed uncore modeling.
An analytical approach that automates design of application-specific superscalar
processors is implemented in [42]. In [43], a neural-network based predictor is used
for performance estimation of points in the design space. A statistical modeling
technique of combining machine models and program parallelism information from
a trace into a markov chain is used in [44]. The Roofline model is a simple
visualization tool plotting memory performance and operational intensity in a 2D
graph [45].

2.0.5

Modeling application interference

[46–49] use analytical models to predict cache contention in many-core processors.
However, unlike this dissertation, they do not extend their analysis to other
sources of contention in the processor such as processor bus, memory and
multiprocessor interconnects. In [50], the authors use machine learning techniques
such as linear and non-linear regression, classifiers and neural networks to estimate
18

the performance degradation due to shared resources in data centers for HPC
workloads. In [51], the authors make use of queuing models for load distribution
and power allocation in cloud and data center architectures. This work focuses
primarily on performance estimation and model contention across physical
interconnection across processors and do not evaluate these effects in distributed
systems. [52–55] estimate online slowdown of applications by monitoring the
uncore and collecting statistics while multiple applications are running
together. [54] is based on the fundamental observation that an application’s
performance slowdown is proportional to its memory request service rates. [55]
monitors cache access rates based on the observation that performance of each
application is proportional to the rate at which it accesses the shared cache in the
presence of other interfering applications. [52, 53] estimate slowdown by
determining the additional cycles by which each request is delayed because of
cache and memory interference. [56] presents a stall time fair memory scheduler
that estimates the performance loss in an application as the ratio of its stall times
when it is run individually, and when it is shared the system with other
applications. [57–60] propose cache partitioning schemes and replacement policies
that are contention-aware. Presented work in this dissertation models contention
within the entire uncore architecture from performance statistics measured on a
single core for each application, and is not limited to the cache alone.
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Chapter

3

Design of Domain-specific
Accelerators
This dissertation explores the domain of intelligent vision algorithms including
image processing and machine learning algorithms such as FAST [10], Harris
Corner Detection [11], Face Recognition using Local Binary Pattern [12], K-Nearest
Neighbor Classification, Disparity Map computation [61], Sobel Edge Detection,
Canny Edge detection [13], Histogram of Oriented Gradients [14], Removed Object
Detection [15], HMAX [16] and AIM visual saliency [17]. It is observed that these
algorithms exhibit structural similarities such as SIMD and coarse-grain parallelism,
2-dimensional locality and a continuously streaming memory access pattern. These
algorithms also exhibit computational similarities i.e these algorithms compute very
similar basic operations or kernels. Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of common
basic operations or computation kernels as a percentage of total execution time
for algorithms listed above. Some of the operations identified in this study are
also mentioned in [27], where a similar analysis of computer vision algorithms has
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been made. A set of custom functional units exploiting such common patterns with
custom datapaths and memory elements can accelerate a wide range of kernels
found in these benchmarks, improving their performance and energy efficiency. Six

Figure 3.1: Percentage time distribution of common kernels in vision workloads
functional unit types, each with private memories and pipelined processing elements
are designed to accelerate the identified kernels. The memories are organized as
FIFOs, LUTs, or scratchpad with custom bit-widths and custom routing between
buffer blocks and to local registers. To access a 2-dimensional tile of pixels, this
work makes use of window buffers which are well-documented in works such as
[1, 62]. The operations are described below:
• Convolution: 2-d Convolution is performed by moving a filter across the
entire image, where, at each pixel position, the output is a weighted sum of
pixel intensities in a window of pixels surrounding the pixel position. The
multiply-accumulate operations in 2-d Convolution need access to n rows of
the image in parallel and a shifting window of nxn pixels every cycle and can
be implemented as a streaming operation.
• Center-Surround Operations: Center-Surround operations require access to
nxn moving window of pixels every cycle. CenterSurround_compare is part
of Non maximal suppression [11] which involves comparing a centre pixel
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with pixels in the surround to check if it is greater than all other pixels.
CenterSurround_diff refers to the sum of differences of the centre pixel and
all other pixels in the surrounding window.
• Gradient Operations: Horizontal gradient Ix and Vertical gradient Iy of an
image can be obtained by convolving an image with filters such as Sobel or
Prewitt, which are then used to compute gradient magnitude and orientation
using the arctangent function. Gradients are primarily used in edge detection.
Horizontal gradient Ix and Vertical gradient Iy of an image can be obtained
by convolving an image with filters such as [−1, 0, 1], [−1, 0, 1]T . Gradient
magnitude is obtained from (Ix2 + Iy2 )0.5 Gradient is a linear operation which
requires access to 3 consecutive rows of pixels every cycle for both sobel or
prewitt kernels.
• Vector Operations: Vector operations such as element-wise comparison,
addition, multiplication and Euclidean distance requires a 1-dimensional
streaming access to both the images. Integral images or summed area
tables [63] are useful for computing the sum of pixels in a rectangular region.
The integral image representation allows the sum of a rectangular area to be
computed in constant time, irrespective of its size. The integral image at a
location (u,v) is defined as I(u, v) =

P

x≤u,y≤v

f (x, y), where f (x, y) is the

image intensity at a location (x, y). The integral image at a pixel can be
computed efficiently from the integral image of previous pixels as shown in
equations 3.1. The sum of any rectangular region in the image, given its
integral image is computed from Equation 3.2.To compute the Integral
Image at a pixel location, the integral image values of the previous row and
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the previous pixel position need to be buffered.

I(x, y) = I(x − 1, y) + f (x, y) + I(x, y − 1) − I(x − 1, y − 1)

(3.1)

Sumcell = I(x, y) − I(x − 1, y) + (Ix − 1, y − 1) − I(x, y − 1)

(3.2)

• Histogram Operations: Building a histogram involves streaming the whole
image, once to identify min/max values and once to update bin values.
Indexing a histogram is to obtain a frequency count of a particular array.
Histogram operations involve irregular memory accesses.
• LUT Operations: Functions such as logarithm, square root and arctangent
can be computed using Look-up-Tables (LUTs). The slope values, coefficients
and x-ranges of each of the piece-wise line segments are stored in tables, which
can simply be looked-up by indexing into the tables depending on the input.
Accelerator modes

Mode0

Mode1

Mode2

Mode3

Mode4

Mode5

Convolution

2-d convolution
Sobel
Ix ,Iy
VectorAdd

RectangularSum
Prewitt
Ix ,Iy
VectorSquaredDiff

Sobel
Ix2 , Iy2
VectorMul

Prewitt
Ix 2 , Iy 2
VectorCompare

CenterSurrDiff

CenterSurrDiff_Interp
Index
logarithm

CenterSurr_Compare

CenterSurrCompare_Interp

Sobel
mag, angle
Distance
dot product

Prewitt
mag, angle
VectorIntegralImage

square root

exponential

Gradient
Vector
Ops
Center
Surround Ops
Histogram
Linear
Interpolator

Build
arctangent

Table 3.1: Modes of operation of accelerators

Exploiting similarities among workloads, we designed customized functional units
or micro-accelerators which can be configured to perform different functionalities.
Each microaccelerator unit works in different modes of operation as shown in table
1. Multiplexers in the accelerators route the appropriate data to the next stage in
the pipeline depending on the operating mode. The control state machine in every
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accelerator feeds the select signal to multiplexers based on configuration or mode
bits.

Figure 3.2: left: Convolution functional unit. The datapath for mode 1 operation
is highlighted in pink right: Sobel/Prewitt gradient accelerator
Convolution Engine: Convolution Engines (Figure 3.2) that convolve an
image with NxN filter consist of local memory with N-1 FIFO buffers and an NxN
16-bit shift register file array. The FIFOs parallelize incoming streaming data to
enable concurrent access to last N consecutive image rows while the register file
holds the current N × N pixel window needed for computation. This window buffer
structure therefore exposes a sliding window of 2-d tile of pixels. The processing
unit consists of N 2 16-bit multipliers that can concurrently multiply all N 2 pixels
in the window with corresponding elements of a kernel. A pipelined adder tree
consisting of N 2 adders accumulates the output at a specific pixel location for Mode
0 operation output of all multipliers to produce the convolved pixel. When the
streamed input image is an integral image, the sum of all pixels in the rectangular
region can be computed by using only 3 adders of the adder tree (Mode 1).
Vector Operations Engine: The Vector Operations Engine (Figure 3.3) can
be configured to compute a number of element-wise vector operations as listed
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in Table 1. When the accelerator operates in the integral image computation
mode, a row buffer holds the integral image values of the previous row. The
output multiplexer selects among the second stage adder output for integral image
and vector sum operations; comparator output for vector comparisons; multiplier
output for vector multiplications; and last stage adder output for Euclidean distance
computations

Figure 3.3: left: Vector Operations accelerator, right: Center-Surround based
Operations Engine
Histogram Ops: In the build mode, the image is streamed to compute the
bin number and update the corresponding bin value in local memory. In the index
mode, the image is streamed once and depending on the value, the frequency count
of the bin to which the value belongs is retrieved from memory.
LUT Ops: Depending on the function or mode of operation, the slope,
coefficient and range tables are forwarded from memory for logarithm, square root
or arctangent. A 1024x128 RAM holds the look-up table in the accelerator.
Summary To summarize, these microaccelerators improve peformance and
energy efficiency by a) customized datapaths with application-specific pipelined
functional units of custom bit-widths b) local memory with custom bit-widths and
organization that enable data re-use and application-specific data access patterns
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c) configurability using input multiplexers at each pipeline stage that map a larger
set of similar kernels on accelerators.

3.1

Mapping

a

workload

on

a

sea

of

micro-accelerators
While the architecture of individual micro-accelerators is described so far, this
section illustrates mapping a workload, AIM (Attention based on Information
Maximization) on a sea of such accelerators. AIM algorithm [17] defines visual
salience or attention in terms of the amount of information present in an image
patch within the context of its surround i.e. how likely the patch is to appear with
respect to its surround. Higher the information content, lower is the likelihood
of occurance of an image patch, higher is the visual attention to the image patch.
AIM involves the following computational stages:

• Computation of a set of coefficients for each local patch in an image - This
operation involves Multiply-accumulate operations of an image with N filters
• Estimation of probability density for each coefficient with respect to its
surround - This involves a histogram building operation and an indexing
operation to obtain the probability of occurrance of that pixel
• Self information from log likelihood - From the likelihood values computed
in the previous step, self information is obtained as log likelihood using a
Look-up-Table (LUT).
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AIM implementation constitutes computational kernels which are accelerated
using micro-accelerators of types convolution, histogram build, histogram index,
and linear interpolation, described in Section 3. A light-weight core is used to
orchestrate control flow between micro accelerators. Each stage of the algorithm
is executed independently in an isolated call (invocation) to the associated microaccelerator. After computation by the micro-accelerator, results are written back
to memory. Therefore each accelerator has a latency equal to the computation time
of the previous accelerator stage, and then the input is streamed from memory into
that accelerator.

3.1.1

Data flow optimization by cascading accelerators

To improve performance further, a cascaded micro accelerator architecture approach
is adopted where the participating micro-accelerators stream their outputs to their
downstream neighboring accelerator wherever permissible by the dataflow. In the
previous case, data was written back to memory after each accelerator operation is
completed. In this cascaded approach , accordingly many expensive intermediate
memory accesses are avoided. This approach works well for stages without a
data dependency and the algorithm can be mapped to a completely dataflow
representation. However, this may not be possible for example, if the result of
a computation dictates the subsequent operation that should be performed, due
to a data dependency between accelerator operations. For example the output
of convolution stage is forwarded directly to the histogram build stage. However,
since the histogram can only be indexed once all incoming pixels have been binned,
a data dependency exists between the histogram building and indexing stages.
Accordingly the dataflow is split into two non-overlapped cascaded operations.
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The convolution and histogram building is implemented as a single operation with
dataflow directly between the 2 stages. Once the histogram is built, the bins are
updated in memory. The image is streamed again from memory for histogram
indexing and the logarithm operations. Figure 3.4 compares the performance of
hardware implementations of AIM with software implementations on a TI OMAP4
SoC with a dual core ARM-Cortex-A9 processor and an eight-core Intel Xeon
processor. The micro-accelerator based AIM is designed using 1 functional unit
of each type. Each dataflow performing one iteration of computation is mapped
sequentially on a micro-accelerator pipeline. Each stage of the pipeline has latency
equal to the computation time of the previous stage and operation, results are
written back to memory and refetched by the next stage. The control processing
for the data flow is done by the light weight core. This approach is 4× faster
than a baseline ARM cortex implementation. Micro-accelerators with cascading
approach streams the output of a pipeline stage to the next functional unit wherever
permissible by the dataflow avoiding expensive memory transfers. This approach is
7× faster than the baseline.

Figure 3.4: Comparison of execution time of micro-accelerator and cascaded microaccelerator approaches

Mapping AIM to a dual core ARM neglecting Neon extensions performs very
inefficiently. The convolution stage has abundant SIMD parallelism which the
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micro-accelerator exploits by duplicating functional units necessary to maintain
input consumption and output production rates of one-per-cycle. The Neon
functional units in the ARM processor have dedicated Multiply-Accumulate
processing elements which can compute a large number of multiplications in
parallel. However software implementations of histogram still suffer from inefficient
memory accesses.

While the hardware accelerated logarithm evaluation is

performed using a pipelined lookup table, the standard software implementation
uses an iterative numerical approach that can consume hundreds of cycles per
function evaluation. However, even utilizing the lookup based interpolation scheme
in software suffers from inefficiencies in accessing LUT data in the cache when no
locality is exhibited.

3.1.2

Data flow optimization by approximations to the
algorithm

In cases where hardware dataflow optimization is not possible, other techniques
such as algorithm approximation can be employed effectively. Histogram building
and indexing breaks the dataflow into 2 cascaded transactions. Another substitute
to obtain likelihood information instead of building histograms of the entire image,
is to use smaller segments of the image as the surrounding context, instead of
the entire image, and use the following equation for likelihood estimation instead
of histograms [17]. While using histograms, the histogram of the entire image
is constructed by incrementing the appropriate bin count based on each pixel’s
magnitude. Then the likelihood of each pixel is obtained by indexing into the
corresponding bin value in memory, based on the pixel magnitude. Instead, for each
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pixel in the image, a surrounding segment of the image consisting of 41x41 pixels
is considered as its local surround and the likelihood of that pixel with respect to
the local surround alone is considered and not the entire image. Equation 3.3 is
applied to each pixel, c(i, j), considering each of 41x41 pixels m in the surround S
of size 41×41.
(m − ci,j )2
P (Ci,j ) =
wm ∗ exp −
α
m∈S


X



(3.3)

Figure 3.5: left: Comparison of performance in terms of frames per second for
different implementations. right: Comparison of number of memory operations for
different implementations
The likelihood of the pixel at coordinate (i, j) is obtained with respect to each
pixel, m, in its local surround S, a smaller segment of the image. However, even
with a local surround, likelihood estimation of a pixel, using all 1,681 pixels in
equation 3.3, is computationally challenging since it requires 1681 multipliers to
process all surround pixels in parallel. Based on analysis and verification of results
using software, this dissertation approximates the contribution of pixels in the
surround in terms of grouping them together as cells. Instead of using each surround
pixel individually, pixels are grouped together into cells and cell averages are used.
This reduces the number of computations in equation 3.3 since cell averages are
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multiplied by weights instead of each individual pixel. Integral images are used
to compute cell averages, which can be implemented efficiently using the integral
image micro-accelerator described in 3. Equation 3.1 is used to obtain the integral
image of the entire image. The surrounding segment of each pixel is divided into
8x8 cells, and the sum of pixels in the cell is computed using Equation 3.2. The
average is obtained using a right shift operation, diving the sum by number of
pixels in the cell. Equation 3.3 is applied to each pixel, c, considering cell averages
instead of each pixel in the surround S. Equation 3.3 can be decomposed into
center-surround and vector operations and the exponential function evaluation is
performed using LUTs. The squaring of the difference between the average pixel
and the centre pixel, division by a constant α and calculation of exponential of this
value are all combined into a single stage Look-up Table. The LUT is designed to
have a smaller size using the method of linear interpolation by which the function
is approximated as a piece-wise linear model and a slope and coefficient value are
obtained based on the range in which the input lies.All these operations can be
cascaded into a single streaming operation, and output data every cycle can be
forwarded into the next accelerator, without breaking the pipeline and streaming
the image from memory. Using detailed software evaluations on a dataset consisting
of images from retail store shelves, the accuracy of this approximation is obtained
to be 94.5%.
Figure 3.5 shows the reduction in memory operations and latency due to the
local surround approach as compared to the histogram approach.
The advantages of this approach are:

• There is a reduction in latency since the dependency due to histogram build
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and index is eliminated. Instead local surround based approach can be
implemented as a streaming operation with output of each accelerator stage
forwarded into the next accelerator stage.
• There is a reduction in number of memory operations since the output of
integral image stage is forwarded to the likelihood estimation stage, without
intermediate memory transfers unlike in the histogram approach. The image
also does not require being fetched twice as in the case of histogram.
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Chapter

4

Design and Exploration of
Architectures with Multi-cores and
Accelerators
The design space of architectures with general purpose cores and accelerators forms
a continuum with varying degrees of the following types of specialization-

• Datapaths-Datapaths of processing units are specialized for executing
particular tasks and kernels, taking advantage of parallelism in code such
that they are optimized for performance and energy efficiency.
• Memories-Each functional unit tends to have memories and interfaces that
are optimized to increase re-use of data and exploit specific memory access
patterns of kernels. Customized memories are different organized such as
scratchpad of different bit widths, bank and port count, and as FIFOs.
• Data communication-Transfer of data between memories, general purpose
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cores, and accelerators is usually customized using light-weight interfaces that
stream data between nodes or mechanisms such as DMA.
• Control- Transfer of control between different nodes such as invocation of
accelerators by general-purpose cores is achieved using features such as
interfaces for passing messages of pre-defined formats.

Control and

communication determine the programming model of such systems.

This thesis attempts to discretize this continuum into 3 major design points
and to explore the performance and energy efficiency gained by incrementally
adding more levels of customization. The first design point consists of a cluster
of low-power OpenRISC cores with DMA enabled L1 local memories and custom
memory interconnects (MCA). While the memory model and interconnects have
some degree of customization, there are no other functional units customized for
a specific computation kernel. The next level of specialization (TCA) is designed
by attaching a set of custom functional units with no private memories to the
OpenRISC cores. Finally, LCA architecture is designed with accelerator blocks
with private memory shared by all cores, and custom interfaces to support simple
message-passing based communication between nodes and optimized data flow
between nodes. This dissertation explores the accelerator-rich multi core space by
modeling these design points with configurations and area as shown in Table 3.1
. For purposes of evaluation, all interfaces to the OpenRISC cores, memory
interconnects, accelerators and routing infrastructure have been designed in verilog
HDL and synthesized to obtain power estimates using Synopsys Design Compiler.
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4.1

Multi-core Accelerator (MCA)

Figure 4.1 shows such a multi-core accelerator configuration, with an ARM host
processor and a cluster of 16 lightweight in-order OpenRISC cores with 32 KB
of Level1 (L1) memories organized in 8 banks and accessible using a logarithmic
interconnect in a single cycle. There are no other custom functional units. While
general-purpose SMPs use cache-coherency and memory consistency models, data
transfer from external memory into the L1 scratchpad memories is done using
DMA engines. All experiments have been executed on the Gepop simulation virtual
platform [24], with a host 1GHz dual issue out-of-order ARM processor and a
cluster of processing elements modeled by an OpenRISC instruction set simulator.
Gepop models the access contention for the logarithmic interconnect and bandwidth
and latency related to external memory accesses, considering both core accesses
and DMA.

4.1.1

Programming model

The OpenVX programming model is used that models vision algorithms as directed
acyclic graphs with data as linkage, expressed by means of a standard C API. In
the OpenVX run-time, images are partitioned into smaller blocks (tiles) to fit a
set of buffers allocated in the L1 memory and the workload is segmented such
that all the cores work on the same tile of data in parallel. The OpenVX run-time
enables automatic data tiling for input, intermediate and output data, providing
transparent support for tile overlap and graph partitioning. Using double buffering
for input and output tiles, data communication latency is reduced by overlapping
with kernel execution on processing elements.
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Figure 4.1: Multi-core accelerator architecture. Figure shows a sample configuration
with 8 cores, while for actual evaluation, 16 cores are used
Summary Improvement in performance is achieved by the following factors: a)
custom partitioning of computation kernels onto cores, b) efficient data mapping
on L1 memories minimizing bank conflicts c) custom memory interconnects and d)
overlapping data transfer and computation time efficiently. The OpenRISC cores
are light-weight, low-power cores which contribute to a significant reduction in
energy consumption.

Figure 4.2: Multi-cores with Tightly coupled Accelerator architecture. Figure shows
an example configuration with 4 cores, results in section 5 use 8 cores, 4 of them
augmented with accelerator units
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4.2

Multi-cores

with

Tightly

coupled

Accelerator (TCA)
In TCA configuration, the accelerators are coupled to a core and cores and
accelerators share the L1 memories. The TCA configuration is modeled using 16
OpenRISC cores, with 8 cores augmented with tightly coupled microaccelerator
units, with 32KB of instruction and L1 data memories enabled with a DMA
engine. Figure 4.2 shows TCA architecture.

4.2.1

Accelerator design

The accelerators do not have customized private memories and are accessible using
extensions to the OpenRISC ISA. Four classes of micro-accelerators are designed:
gradient, center-surround, vector and convolution as shown in Chapter 3, removing
the custom memory and storage elements present in each accelerator. While
the accelerators shown in Chapter 3 have configurable modes of operation, the
accelerator datapath for each mode of operation is modeled as a distinct TCA. Each
type of TCA is coupled to a core and each accessible by a distinct instruction. The
registers in the tightly coupled models are fed by the TCA-LSU (Load/Store Unit).
The TCA-LSU is designed with an Address Generator Unit (AGU), that generates
addresses for loading an entire vector’s worth of data from the L1 memories into
the local registers of each TCA.
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4.2.2

Programming model

The instruction stream and the architecture for sobel gradient is shown in
Figure4.3.The data parallel code segment is offloaded to a tightly coupled
accelerator using special load and compute instructions for a specific accelerator.
All cores can access data in parallel and data is loaded into L1 memories
minimizing contention to the interconnect and bank conflicts for data-parallel code.
The TCA-LSU contains an Address Generator Unit (AGU) which can generate an
address every cycle based on a stride. For accelerators that need a 2-d tile of data,
say a 3x3 window, the AGU generates addresses of 9 pixels, one every cycle, which
are loaded from L1 memories accessible in a single cycle and sent to the TCA units
local registers. The core executes loop control instructions including branches and
address pointer traversal. The operation latencies, number of registers that are
required to be loaded for a single TCA operation and the number of output array
elements computed in parallel vary for each accelerator, as listed in Table 4.1.The
latencies and number of registers read per operation shown in the table are for
each TCA accelerator attached to a single OpenRISC core. The latency includes
memory read, compute, write and pointer increments for each operation.
Operation type

Operation latency

# parallel pixel outputs

# registers loaded per operation

Element wise vector ops
Center surround ops
Gradient
Convolution 4x4
Sum of squared differences

20
28
22
31
24

4
1
1
1
1

8
9
9
16
8

Table 4.1: TCA operation latencies
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Figure 4.3: Sobel gradient computation TCA

4.2.3

Optimizing dataflow

In the codelet shown above, every TCA gradient operation that computes the
horizontal and vertical gradient centered on a pixel, involves a load, compute, store,
pointer traversal, and loop control instruction. It needs to be noted that this design
is just an embodiment of a design with tight coupling of accelerators. Further
performance efficient architectures are designed by-

• (a) Reduction in pixel load latency by increasing port widths or the number
of ports
• (b) Customized local memories- Instead of using a simple scratchpad, memory
for tightly coupled architectures can also be customized for specific access
patterns such as sliding-window based access. In the above design, the AGU
is optimized for fetching a 2-d tile or window of input pixels rather than a row.
However, each load operation still results in fetching of overlapping windows
of pixels for each operation. Instead, a small local buffer or registers are
employed to re-use pixels from the previous operation, resulting in fetching of
only the non-overlapping pixels in every window. These other embodiments
are explored in detail in later sections.
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Summary In addition to the sources of performance improvement identified
in the MCA architecture, the custom TCA units tied to each core, bring about
a reduction in instruction count by processing a block of pixels in parallel. The
datapaths are deeply pipelined and customized for computer vision kernels improving
performance significantly.

4.3

Multicores with Loosely coupled Accelerator
(LCA)

To evaluate architectures belonging to this paradigm, we designed a platform
replacing some of the OpenRISC cores with configurable microaccelerators all
interconnected by an in-house high performance NoC communication infrastructure
as shown in Figure 4.4. The microaccelerator architecture is described in Chapter 3.
The OpenRISC core cluster with 4 cores is designed with 16KB L1 and instruction
memories memories organized in 8 banks with single cycle access. The OpenRISC
core cluster and the host processor have integrated interfaces for initiating block and
stream transfers and publishing/subscribing to synchronization and status messages.
The Interface for Switch Attached Processors (ISAP) connects the core cluster to
the network and consists of the slave interface, and messaging interface. Using
these interfaces a core can perform DMA-like data transfer from/to the cores local
memory space to/from a remote address space by sending light weight messages
to communicate with other nodes. These custom message passing interfaces help
communicate with processing elements in the form of pre-defined DMA memory
copy request messages. The ISAP’s message interface performs the function of
packetizing data request messages originating from the cores and forwarding them
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to the network, while slave interface communicates with local memories for data
transfer. Each accelerator node as described in Chapter 3 is a streaming processor
consisting of a processing unit and local data buffers. Each accelerator has interfaces
for receiving and forwarding data streams. All accelerators are streaming processors
with the advantage being that streaming reduces the need for intermediate storage
and reduces the complexity of control between datapath units. i

Figure 4.4: Our proposed platform to evaluate Loosely coupled accelerator
architectures with 4 OpenRISC cores and 16 KB instruction and data memory

4.3.1

Host

-

OpenRISC

cluster

-

accelerator

communication model
Code that can be parallelized is offloaded to the OpenRISC cluster or the
accelerators. Such hot or frequently occurring code snippets have been determined
by profiling a wide range of algorithms as described in Chapter 3. These code
snippets contain calls to accelerators using light-weight DMA_req_msg messages.
The host updates the data pointers and writes this instruction stream to shared
memory accessible by all nodes in the network, while the OpenRISC cores fetch
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the instruction stream into their local memories and begins execution of the kernel
by loading the program counter with the instruction address. The OpenRISC
cluster consists of a core-message interface which assembles and packetizes a cores
data request message to the ISAP messaging interface. The core-message interface
as shown in Figure 4.5 consists of a send_message queue and a recv_message
queue for every processor. A call to an accelerator offload in the instruction stream
of a kernel is in the form of a DMA_req_msg , programmed as write to a register
address msg_reg mapped to the message interface. When such a write to msg_reg
is encountered during program execution, the core_demux module as shown in
Figure 4.5, signals the core-message interface and the message packet is queued in
the corresponding processors send_message queue.

An arbiter forwards the

messages from the queues to the ISAP.

Figure 4.5: Internal architecture of OpenRISC core cluster with ISAP and interfaces
that connect to it. DWA = Data Width Adaptor
Figure 4.6 describes the sequence of events that take place during the execution
of a kernel offloaded to accelerators and the field format of a DMA_req_msg. Once
the code snippets are loaded to the instruction memory:
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Figure 4.6: Execution sequence during kernel offload to accelerators
• An accelerator is called by writing a DMA_req_msg to a memory mapped
register in the core-message interface
• Cluster core decodes this write and forwards it core-demux logic to the
core-message interface
• send_message interface queues the message, encodes core id in the message,
arbitrates between queues belonging to different cores and forwards it to
ISAP
• Based on the accelerator id, data flows from memory module to next hop
accelerator
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4.3.2

Optimizing dataflow

An accelerator is invoked by the core to perform a specific task in the application
pipeline using a DMA_req_msg, when data flows from memory to the accelerator.
An application consists of a sequence of tasks, each mapped to an accelerator.
Invoking each accelerator separately involves data read from memory to each
accelerator and data write to memory from each accelerator. Instead, using the
cascaded accelerator approach desribed in Section 3.1, when there is no data
dependency between accelerator tasks, data output from an accelerator can be
streamed to the input stage of the next accelerator. An application flow is a
uniquely identified sequence of operations, each one of which has been mapped
to a specific accelerator in the network. Each accelerator in an application flow
forwards data to the next destination by referencing a local configurable routing
table, or flow table, stored in the ISAP. Depending on the flow-id specified by
the initiating core, data from the source memory streams through the pre-defined
stream of nodes or accelerators and copied to the destination memory. This has
several distinct advantages: a) Operations are cascaded together by pooling a
chain of accelerators creating a single unit b) Since data is forwarded to the next
stage directly, intermediate memory transfers are avoided improving latency c)
Each accelerator associates a specific flow id with a particular mode of operation,
providing a notion of configurability using input opcodes.
Summary To summarize, performance benefits over TCA architecture can be
attributed to a) Offloading to independent accelerators with private buffers that
support custom memory organizations and data-reuse as opposed to overlapping
memory operations b) The core does not execute any control or loop instructions.
Energy efficiency is achieved due to a significant reduction in kernel execution
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latency.

4.4

Experimental evaluation
Configuration

MCA

TCA

LCA

Num OpenRISC cores
L1 datamem size
Ins mem size
Simulator
or platform
Frequency
Total area mm2
ARM core frequency

16
32KB
32KB
GePOP with
OpenRISC ISS
500MHz
9.19
1GHz
2-wide ooo
32KB I$,D$

8
32KB
32KB
Modelsim

4
16KB
16KB
Modelsim

ARM core details
Synthesis tools
Technology node
Libraries

SIMD

NA
NA
NA
TIOMAP4
Pandaboard, McPAT
500MHz
500MHz
1GHz
10.99
10.9
10.63
1GHz
1GHz
1GHz
2-wide ooo
2-wide ooo
ARM Cortex A9$
32KB I$,D$
32KB I$,D$
Neon/1MB L2$
Synopsys Design Compiler
32nm
Synopsys SAED-EDK

Table 4.2: Design parameters

The configuration and tools used for each model is shown in Table 2. The
OpenRISC cluster, on-chip network and interfaces, and accelerator designs have
been written in Verilog HDL and simulated in Modelsim. A 128-bit is simulated
wide FPGA BRAM based memory model of size 1GB with our network as external
memory. Our network uses 128 bits per flit. The design is synthesized using
32nm SAED-EDK Synopsys libraries (ff, 0.85V, r-vt libraries) and used Synopsys
Design Compiler to obtain power results post synthesis. The designs are clocked at
500MHz. The reported power numbers include processing and memory elements.
Evaluation on the baseline ARM cortex A9 core was done using a Pandaboard
with TIOMAP4 processor. The configuration of the designs including number of
accelerators and cores is chosen so as to maximize performance within a given area
range and given memory bandwidth.
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4.4.1

Comparison of LCA, TCA, MCA architectures

This section compares the LCA, TCA and MCA architectures, without any dataflow
optimizations described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. Figure 4.7 shows the percentage
of total area that is dedicated to customized processing and memory elements
in each configuration. MCA does not include customized functional units. The
TCA configuration has 9% and 12% of the total area dedicated to memory and
compute element customization respectively. In this case the accelerator units are
still tightly coupled to the processor pipeline and use the same memory interfaces.
The LCA configuration has the highest percentage area customized, 21% and 40%
respectively, for memory and processing elements.

Figure 4.7: Percentage area with customized datapath and memory

Figure 4.8: left: Speed-up of LCA, TCA, MCA with respect to execution times
measured on the ARM Cortex A9 pandaboard, right: Total Energy per frame
comparison (nJ)
The memory and storage elements in the accelerator units are customized to
support specific data access patterns. Figure 4.8 indicates that instruction count
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reduction and parallelization of operations result in a 5× increase in performance
and 5× reduction in energy for TCA when compared to MCA. As customized area
is increased further to obtain the LCA configuration, we obtain a 31× increase
in performance and 27× reduction in total energy on average over the MCA
configuration. The performance measure shown in all graphs in this section is the
speed-up of execution time over the baseline (ARM Cortex A9) execution time.
However, the benchmark k-NN executes faster on TCA than on LCA, primarily
because of the sorting phase in the algorithm, executed by the OpenRISC core
cluster in both design points. Since the TCA design point consists of 16 cores,
the performance efficiency of sorting on TCA is much higher than in the LCA
case, implemented with a cluster of 4 OpenRISC cores. It is also possible to
see an improvement in performance with more efficient sorting algorithms than a
brute-force sort. In general, the primary reason for a performance improvement in
the case of LCA is the use of customized memories in the accelerators for exploiting
specific access patterns, such as tile and sliding-window based access of pixels,
whereas the TCA system is designed with memory simply organized as scratchpad.
In addition, tight coupling of accelerators, as implemented in our design has the
overhead of control and data transfer instructions for each opration. In addition,
benchmarks such as HOG and Harris corner consist of mathematical functions
such as inverse tangent and square root, which are more efficiently implemented
on the LCA architecture using memories dedicated to LUTs. However, the TCA
architecture does not have a dedicated LUT instruction and implementation.
Figure 4.9 shows the performance speed-up per unit sq.mm and energy
comparison of the three different architectural patterns (MCA, TCA, and LCA)
with the baseline ARM Cortex A9 architecture. With memory customization on
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Figure 4.9: left: Performance comparison of LCA, MCA, TCA in terms of Execution
time speed-up per sq.mm. The speed-up is measured with respect to the baseline
ARM cortex A9 core, right: Energy savings factor for each configuration over
baseline
multi-core accelerator, we get a 3× increase in performance.

Replacing

out-of-order 2-wide ARM cores with low-power OpenRISC cores and custom
memories leads to a 26x reduction in energy. It can be noted that performance is
improved by 130× and 10× respectively for LCA and TCA configurations over the
baseline. It can be observed that the LCA design is most energy efficient, by a
factor of 750× over the baseline.

Figure 4.10: Total energy per pixel and execution time per pixel comparison for
FAST-9 benchmark

Figure 4.10 compares five architectures: SIMD, MCA, TCA, LCA and
VLIW-SIMD for FAST corner detection algorithm. For the Hexagon VLIW-DSP,
performance and total energy points were obtained from [26]. Energy efficiency
for Hexagon comes from the fact that it has a large number of SIMD multi-media
accelerators and the processor is VLIW based, thereby eliminating power-hungry
structures associated with O3 ARM core. It is observed that the LCA architecture
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is the most energy efficient for this application.

4.5

Analysis of TCA and LCA

Architectures with general purpose cores and accelerators form a continuum of
designs and this work discretizes the spectrum into 3 design points as described in
the previous sections. In this section, several improvements to the TCA and LCA
design are presented to create different embodiments rather than the fixed design
points used for results presented in Section 4.4.1 in order to a) study the impact
of each such architectural feature introduced b) understand what gets the TCA
design point closer to LCA in terms of performance and energy efficiency.

Figure 4.11: Comparison of performance of TCA and LCA (a) Unoptimized LCA
and TCA with equal area and memory bandwidth (b)Addition of LUT instruction
and LUT memories to TCA (c) Optimizing TCA for specific memory access pattern
(d) Overlapping data fetch from local scratchpad at the AGU with TCA compute
Figure 4.11-a illustrates the performance of LCA and TCA architectures, as
presented in the previous sections, with equal area and external memory
bandwidth(8GBps). On average, the TCA design point is 7.1i× faster than the
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LCA design point. It needs to be noted that the k-NN data point shown here is
excluding the sorting phase, since the objective here in this section is to study the
impact of tight coupling of accelerators rather than the number of openRISC cores,
which directly affect sorting performance. As stated in Section 4.4.1, the reasons
for a performance improvement in the case of LCA is the use of customized
memories in the accelerators for exploiting specific access patterns such as
sliding-window based access, and dedicated LUT memories. The TCA system is
designed with memory simply organized as scratchpad. In addition, tight coupling
of accelerators, as implemented in our design has the overhead of control and data
transfer instructions for each operation.

4.5.1

Impact of TCA optimization

This unoptimized TCA architecture is used as the baseline on which we stack the
impact of each of architectural features we add to the TCA design point described
below.

• LUT instruction- An instruction that computes functions using LUTs is
added to the TCA architecture. Slope and coefficient tables for function
evaluation using the piece-wise linear approach are stored in dedicated
memories.

Figure 4.11-b shows the impact of the LUT instruction.

Benchmarks such as HOG and Harris corner that compute functions that
compute inverse tangent and square root functions, achieve a performance
speed-up of 1.66× and 1.68× respectively, compared to TCA implementation
without the LUT instruction. The performance of all other benchmarks
remains the same. On average, the LCA architecture performs 5.9× better
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than the TCA architecture.
• Memory access pattern-Most kernels such as gradient and convolution, involve
accessing a tile of pixels every cycle in a sliding-window fashion. In the TCA
implementation described in Section 4.4.1, a tile of pixels is fetched using
an Address Generator Unit (rather than a row of pixels). Each compute
operation for an output pixel is preceded by such a load instruction which
fetches a window of input pixels from a scratchpad. However, a sliding window
computation re-uses input pixels fetched during the previous operation. For
example, while computing a 4x4 convolution kernel, only the last column of
4 input pixels need to be updated every cycle while processing the same 4
rows. Local registers to support this pattern of memory access were added
to the tightly coupled accelerators, such that overlapping pixels do not have
to be fetched every cycle. Benchmarks such as HOG, Sobel, Fast, disparity
benefit from optimizing for memory access pattern. Figure 4.11-c shows
that the result of adding the LUT instruction and optimizing for data access
pattern results in further reduction in the gap between the LCA and TCA
architectures, with the TCA architecture being 4.9× slower than the LCA.
• Data fetch-In the TCA design described in 4.2, data fetch to the scratchpad
from external system memory is overlapped with computation on cores.
However, at each individual TCA, the data load for a single TCA operation
from the local scratchpad memory at the AGU is scheduled only after the
previous operation results are written. In case of parallel operations where
there is no read-after-write dependency of pixels between successive operations,
data fetch for an operation can take place while pipelined compute and writes
happen for the previous operation. Thus even at a fine grained level data fetch
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latency is overlapped with computation latency. Applying this optimization,
it is observed that from Figure 4.11-d that the TCA architectureis only 3.5×
slower than the LCA architecture.

4.5.2

Impact of data flow optimization in LCA

The support for cascaded operations using the concept of flows ensures direct data
forwarding from one operator to the next without requiring intermediate writing of
results to memory and eliminates overhead of initiating individual transactions at
each stage of operation. Figure 4.12 shows the performance improvement obtained
from such optimizations. For workloads such as AIM, disparity map and Harris
Corner, operations can be cascaded or pipelined without any data dependency
between them. Some operations such as histogram require computation over the
entire image in the previous stage to determine minimum and maximum values.
Such operations incurring a latency cannot be sequenced and a writeback to memory
cannot be avoided unless additional local buffers with capacity to store an entire
frame are present. This leads to a trade-off between performance and resource
utilization. In cases where there is a data dependency,it is chosen to perform
memory writes. On average, a 20% reduction in execution time is observed due to
cascading accelerators.
Figure 4.13 shows the percentage breakdown of execution time of the LCA
platform in terms of computation cycles spent by the OpenRISC cluster and the
accelerators and non-computation cycles which includes control flow communication
cycles between the OpenRISC interfaces and the accelerators, and data transfer
time to the local memories of the OpenRISC cluster and the accelerators that is
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Figure 4.12: Execution time speed-up with respect to ARM Cortex A9 for LCA
with and without dataflow optimization
not overlapped to computation. Non-computation execution cycles account for
less than 2.5% for all workloads showing that the data flow has been optimized to
overlap data transfer time with computation cycles.

Figure 4.13: Execution time breakdown for LCA optimized for performance
Finally, execution times of optimized versions of both LCA and TCA are
compared with the MCA architecture in Figure 4.14. Again, the performance
measure is in terms of speed-up over the baseline. The optimized version of LCA
and TCA perform 56× and 9× better than MCA respectively, while the unoptimized
versions perform 31× and 5× better.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of optimized LCA and optimized TCA with MCA

4.6

Comparison with a dedicated algorithm
specific architecture

To explore the flexibility of the LCA architecture, vision kernels from four different
visual analytic domains that include aerial surveillance, shopping assistance,
biometrics and Pedestrian detection have been mapped. The LCA architecture is
compared with a completely customized functional unit (CFU) designed to
implement each of these applications. The Customized Functional Units for each
of these applications have been designed with dedicated routing for data flow
between units and no control processor, assuming the same off-chip bandwidth as
in the rest of our configurations. The datapaths are designed to implement the
specific application rather than supporting configurability. For example, the CFU
for face recognition consists of processing elements designed to implement
computation of Local Binary Pattern and spatial histogram for facial feature
extraction [12] and vector distance metric for classification for a 640x480 image.
An aerial surveillance application as shown in Figure 4.15 employs AIM visual
saliency [17] for detection and HMAX [16] for recognition. Shopper assistance
applications adopt multi-tier feature extraction and classification strategy based on
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Figure 4.15: Aerial surveillance application pipeline: (a) Input (b) AIM produces
Regions of Interest (c) HMAX produces features (d) Regularized Least Squares
classifer predicts class

Figure 4.16: Shopper assistance application described in [1]: (a) Input Products
(b) HMAX predicts top K out of N classes (c) Exemplar Support Vector Machine
classifier predicts top candidate

Figure 4.17: left: Performance comparison between LCA and custom functional
unit in terms of ratio of execution time of LCA over that of CFU, right: Ratio of
total energy and area of LCA over that of CFUs
HMAX and Exemplar SVM algorithms as shown in Figure 4.16.
The most compute-intensive kernels in these algorithms are mapped on the LCA
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architecture and a CFU and compared. Histogram of Oriented Gradients is used
for pedestrian detection in automotive domain, while face recognition using LBP
is our biometric application. To study how close LCA is in terms of performance
compared to a full custom functional unit, performance in terms of normalized
execution time is plotted in Figure 4.17 and observed that execution time per
image on LCA is within 1.25× the execution time on a CFU. Figure 4.17 shows
comparison of total energy and area. All of the CFU area is optimized to one
dedicated application and there is no additional configurability as well. Therefore,
the total area as well as leakage energy is significantly higher for LCA due to large
number of inactive general-purpose and configurable logic.
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Chapter

5

Communication and Data-transfers
in Processors

Figure 5.1: A system level view of multi core processor consisting of single-hop
nodes with a detailed uncore view of a single node or a chip. Cores in a node
communicate using the processor interconnect (PrI) to access shared LLC and
memory controllers. Contention could occur due to memory accesses at all shared
resources in the uncore components
Chapter 4 presented a domain-specific accelerator-rich multi-core system with
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optimized data transfers and communication between cores and accelerators. The
analysis presented holds true for low-power domain specific processors when the
CPUs and accelerators follow a mutually exclusive computation pattern. This
chapter, generalizes further into many-core systems with accelerators that compute
and access memories and interconnects concurrently with CPUs. The analysis
presented in the next few chapters spans not just the domain-specific architectures
presented thus far, but also server class architectures. Future systems are geared
towards unified address spaces and integrated programming models for all types of
compute units. With the end of CMOS scaling era, we are looking towards
integration of new types of compute engines that use emerging devices and
technologies with traditional processing units to perform energy-efficient
computation. In order to understand, analyze and quantify performance overheads
of communication in such systems, it is imperative to build a high-level un-core
model that facilitates un-core design space exploration. A design-space exploration
of such highly parallel systems with specific performance and power budgets
requires modeling or simulating processing units, memory hierarchies and
interconnect topologies. While modeling or simulating a single execution unit such
as an accelerator or CPU standalone is feasible, simulating a detailed system
architecture with shared resources becomes intractable due to prohibitive
simulation times.
It is quite well-known that in recent processor designs data transfer has become
a bottle neck and performance is severely limited by how efficiently we feed compute
units sharing a memory hierarchy. Cores share resources such as last-level caches,
memory controllers and system buses, and cycles are added to the application
execution time due to contention and interference at each shared resource. In
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comparison to an application running stand-alone with unlimited access to system
resources, there is a performance loss on account of multiple applications running
on multiple cores and accelerators in parallel and sharing system resources, as
well as DMA data-transfers between accelerator memories and CPU memories
. Depending on application characteristics such as cache and memory intensity,
A high-level abstraction of a multi core architecture that we model is shown in
Figure 5.1. The uncore components include the shared last-level cache (LLC),
processor interconnect (PrI), multi-processor interconnect between nodes (MPrI)
and the memory controller. Memory is usually distributed across nodes, with non
uniform access latencies across nodes. A core in a node can access the local memory
through its own memory controller, or remote memory through another node’s
memory controller. While the access latency is the least for memory connected
locally or directly to a node, for a core accessing a remote memory node, access
latency depends on the number of hops it is away from that remote memory node.
In some architectures, the LLC is shared across nodes. Contention arises at the
processor interconnects due to shared LLC accesses within the node, LLC accesses
from a remote node and LLC misses that are forwarded to memory. Contention
at the multi-processor interconnects is due to remote node LLC and memory
requests. At the memory controller within each node, there is contention due to
memory reads and writes from local and remote nodes. In addition to CPUs, other
computing elements such as GPUs and other customized accelerators are attached
via interconnects such as PCIe also add to contention while requesting (a) data from
memory nodes attached to CPUs to memory nodes locally attached to accelerators
before and after accelerator computation, and viceversa (b) data requested during
accelerator computation such as data pinned to CPU memory.
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Performance of an application deteriorates when there is increasing contention
due to requests from applications running on different cores as shown by the
increasing CPI trend in Figure 5.2. The application shown here is a microbenchmark
of very high memory intensity and the graph shows an increase in CPI of the
microbenchmark running on the same core (core 0 in this case), as multiple copies
of the benchmark are executed on different cores, each demanding a share of available
memory bandwidth. As the number of cores sharing bandwidth increases, there is a
drop in the rate at which core 0 accesses memory. Therefore the application running
on core 0 experiences a slowdown or a reduction in performance. Predicting an
application’s slowdown using a detailed multi core simulator is very time-consuming.
Scalability across a large number of cores is particularly a major challenge.

Figure 5.2: Effects of contention on a highly memory-intensive application’s CPI
with increase in number of cores. Each core is running the same application. As
different cores compete for shared uncore resources, per-core access rate decreases,
as seen by decrease in memory bandwidth of a single core, leading to a performance
loss as evidenced by an increasing CPI trend. The CPI is normalized to CPI of
core 0 when only core 0 is running the application
GPUs and other accelerators in the system contribute to contention in the
uncore and as a result experience a slowdown in performance. Depending on
the CPU traffic intensity in the shared resources, the GPU memory transfer can
experience a slowdown which needs to be quantified. In most current discrete
CPU-GPU systems, PCIe links are connected to the processor interconnect through
an I/O bus. In a POWER8 processor, for example, the PCIe bus connects directly
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to the processor interconnect. A Coherent Accelerator-Processor Interface (CAPI)
as described in [64, 65], provides an accelerator, coherent access to the system
memory. From the processor interconnect, a host bridge provides the interface to
the PCIe I/O links. Due to memory request traffic from the accelerators while
accessing coherent data, there is additional traffic on the links in the processor
interconnect, at the memory controller and memories.
The approach in this dissertation for quantifying contention is to build a
mathematical model using fundamental principles of queuing theory that estimates
the additional delay at each core due to combined traffic from all computing
elements in the system. This approach, which shall be referred to as PECAN
(Performance Estimation through Contention Analysis) for the remainder of this
thesis, is highly useful for a quick high-level performance analysis. PECAN models
the uncore consisting of memory controllers and interconnects as a set of queues and
uses two major types of input. It uses system architectural features such as number
of memory banks, memory controllers, buffers, interconnect structure and other
uncore parameters to determine the parameters for the queuing theory models such
as number of queues, size of queues and service rates. The tool uses execution of
workloads on a single CPU core or accelerator model to obtain arrival rates for the
different queues. The actual execution also distinguishes the nature of references
such as local versus remote accesses to identify the specific queues to associate the
transactions. The behaviour is studied and recorded performance statistics of an
application when run on a computing element individually. PECAN estimates the
performance loss per application when several applications are run together, given
each application’s performance statistics when run individually.
There exists a large body of academic work that attempts to quantify the loss
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in performance when threads run together and share resources [46, 48, 49, 52, 53, 55].
A number of these works focus on modeling the core using Mean Value Analysis
(MVA) or Interval Modeling. However, rather than model the core itself, this work
models the uncore in detail by considering it as an open network of queues, and
analyzes contention and inter-application interference.
The novelty of the approach in this dissertation is in the detail of microarchitectural contention model that allows it to capture contention more accurately
accounting for details such as Non-Uniform Memory Access, and heterogeneity in
memory and interconnect. The biggest advantage of using PECAN is that, such
performance estimations for a wide variety of uncore architectural design points
can be obtained without using a simulator or actual design of multi core system
with a detailed uncore model.
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Chapter

6

Mathematical Modeling of
Communication and Data-transfers
This chapter, focuses on modeling homogenous multi-core systems, which will be
extended to include accelerators in the later chapters. Each source of contention
in the uncore is abstracted into a set of queues to create the model. In order
to estimate per-core CPI in a many core system, the additional cycles spent due
to contention at every shared uncore component are estimated. Each source of
contention including the interconnects and memory controller is modeled using a set
of queues. Each core incurs an additional delay in cycles at each stage in the uncore
due to requests from all other cores entering the uncore and PECAN estimates
this additional delay. The objective is to model uncore contention delay due to
combined traffic from all other cores, given traffic from each core. Each application
is executed or simulated stand-alone on a single core (with no other applications to
create contention) and performance statistics are obtained. Given such statistics,
PECAN estimates traffic rates in the uncore when all applications are executed
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together for a given uncore configuration and the performance degration due to
contention.
Table 6.1: Queue models
Uncore component
Processor
Interconnect (PrI)
Multi-Processor
Interconnect (MPrI)
Memory
Controller (MC)

6.1

Factors determining number of queues
Topology or number of point-to-point links between
LLCs and MCs, read/write functionality
Topology and number of hops between nodes,
read/write functionality
Number of MCs, parallel channels
read/write buffers

Factors determining service delays
Link frequency, bitwidth, number of parallel links,
arbitration type and size
Link frequency, bitwidth,
number of parallel links
Channel frequency, bitwidth, channels used per
cache line request, read/write priority, buffer size

Modeling uncore components

In PECAN, the uncore is considered to be an open network of M-D-k queues, where
for each queue, the service times are deterministic and depend on the architectural
configuration as shown in Table 6.1. Each core is viewed as an external source of
traffic, with the mean arrival rate to each queue estimated using requests from a
single core to each level of memory hierarchy. Arrival rates obtained using single
core statistics from all such cores are then combined at each queue. This is explained
in detail in Section 6.2. The processor interconnects modeled in PECAN are a set
of links that connect all LLCs and memory controllers. The interconnect topology
(such as crossbar links) determines the number of queues and interaction between
queues at each uncore component. The latency per access at each queue is modeled
based on link bitwidths and frequencies. For example, to model links between a
shared memory controller and an LLC, we use the equations:

Sq =

linkwidth × linkf requency
(transf erSize/L)

Dq = Pq ∗ QDelay(Aq , Sq )
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(6.1)
(6.2)

where for each queue, q, Aq and Sq are the arrival and service rates, L the number of
parallel links used per request and transf erSize the size of a request. The queuing
delay of an M-D-1 queue, QDelay(Aq , Sq ) is computed as

util
1−util

×

1
,
2Sq

where util

is defined as Aq /Sq [66]. Pq is the probability that a given request is serviced by
the link q. The transfer sizes are usually in terms of cache lines or critical words of
a cache line. Most architectures also have independent read and write links leading
to independent queues for each. In some architectures, a bus controller arbitrates
among the cache controllers for access to the bus links connecting the LLC and
memory controllers. PECAN models a queue for links between two LLC regions,
and links connecting LLCs and memory controllers, where the number of such
queues depends on the number of independent parallel data transfers that can take
place in the interconnect.
A typical memory controller is modeled with read and write transaction queues,
where write data is pulled from the processor interconnect and data read from
memory is returned via the processor interconnect back to requesting cores. Most
memory controllers are designed with parallel channels, where each channel can
access one or more DIMMs. Each channel accesses a separate address space with its
own address and data bus bits and data can be accessed in parallel. Such channellevel parallelism is modeled by having separate read and write queues for each
channel. Incoming addresses are distributed among different channel queues. This
distribution needs to be obtained empirically from the memory address trace of the
workload, for a given address mapping scheme (physical address bit positions that
determine channel-rank-bank accessed). However, in the event of non-availability of
a detailed address distribution, an assumption that the accesses are probabilistically
distributed among the memory controller channels is made, where the distribution
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probabilities are user-set and parameterizable in PECAN. Arrival rates at the
memory controller is determined from LLC misses from all cores. Algorithm 1
describes a procedure for obtaining queuing delay at the memory controller read
queues. NumChannelsperTransfer refers to the number of memory channels over
which a cache line is spread. MCDistMap[mc] refers to the probability that a given
memory access request is mapped to the memory controller mc, where the total
number of memory controllers is NumMC. ChannelDistMap[ch] is the fraction of
requests mapped to a memory controller channel ch, where the number of channels
per memory controller is NumMCChannels.
Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for delay computation at memory controller in a node
n, with arrival rate of reads M CRdRate
1: procedure (ComputeDelay(M CRdRate))
2:
N umC ← N umM CChannels/N umChannelsperT ransf er
3:
M CchannelDelay ← (T ransf erSize/N umChannelsperT ransf er))/ChannelRdW idth/ChannelF requency
4:
M emoryBusDelay ← (T ransf erSize/M emBusRdW idth)/M emoryBusF requency
5:
T ransf erDelay ← M emoryBusDelay + M CchannelDelay
6:
ServiceRate ← (1/T ransf erDelay)
7:
for mc in 1 to NumMC do
8:
M CAccessRate ← M CRdRate × M CDistM ap[mc]
9:
for ch in 1 to NumC do
10:
ArrivalRate ← M CAccessRate × ChannelDistM ap[ch]
11:
Delay ← Delay + ChannelDistM ap[ch] ∗ M CDistM ap[mc] ∗ QDelay(ArrivalRate, ServiceRate)
12:
return Delay

Algorithm 2 Pseudocode for performance prediction for each core in the presence
of contention from N umCores cores
1: procedure (ComputeContentionCycles)
2:
for OnCores in 1 to NumCores do
3:
for n in 1 to NumNodes do
4:
for q in [All queues in MC, PrI, MPrI] do
5:
for c in 1 to OnCores do
6:
AccessRate[n, q]+ = (Requests[c, n, q]/Cycles[OnCores − 1, c]) × CoreF requency
7:
Delay[n, q] ← ComputeDelay(AccessRate[n, q])
8:
for n in 1 to NumNodes do
9:
for c in 1 to OnCores do
10:
for q in [All Queues in MC, PrI, MPrI] do
11:
Cycles[OnCores, c]+ = StallingRequests[c, n, q] ∗ Delay[n, q]
12:
Cycles[OnCores, c]+ = BaseCycles[c]
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6.1.1

Modeling traffic at the uncore components

The types of traffic modeled are described in detail in Figure 6.1. For a processor
with NUMA configuration, a read miss is serviced by the shared LLC or memory
directly attached to the node or remote memory, all of which contribute to the
traffic on the processor interconnect. A write miss can create different types of
traffic depending on the architecture. In architectures with a fetch-on-write policy,
a write miss at the LLC creates a read from memory in addition to a write back.
In architectures with victim caching and exclusive caches [67], there are additional
cast-outs to shared LLCs generated by both loads and stores. In addition, such
reads and writes from other remote nodes contribute to traffic on the multi-processor
interconnect, processor interconnects and memory controllers. The arrival rates for
queues in each of the uncore components at each node is computed by aggregating
all requests from each core at each node, as obtained from single-core performance
statistics of the application running on each core.

Figure 6.1: Pictorial representation of a modeled system with types of traffic at
different sources of contention
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6.1.2

Performance estimation

Algorithm 2 describes the overall methodology of computing contention delay using
PECAN. An iterative approach is used to compute queuing delays due to contention
by incrementally adding traffic from each core at each step. The arrival rate of
traffic from each core, when i cores contribute to contention, is computed using
overall cycles including estimated contention delay, when i − 1 cores contribute
to contention. Intuitively, requests enter uncore resources only at the rate at
which they can be serviced in steady state. Uncore components at each node
are modeled as separate queues. Lines 2-5 describe the computation of arrival
rates at a given queue by aggregation of all types of requests serviced by the
queue from all cores and all nodes. The arrival rate of requests from a core c at
a given queue in the node n, in the presence of traffic from i cores is computed
as Requests[c, n, q]/Cycles[i − 1, c]). A detailed procedure to aggregate request
rates for all queues is described later in Section 6.2. For queues at each uncore
component, the average contention delay per request is computed, once the arrival
rates and service times at each queue are computed as shown in Line 6. The
procedure described in Algorithm 1 is an example of ComputeDelay function for
the read queue at the memory controller. Lines 7-11 describe the overall delay
computation for each application. Cycles[i, j] refers to the overall cycles obtained
by adding contention delay of an application running on core j to BaseCycles[j],
when i cores contribute to traffic at the uncore, for each j = 1 to i. BaseCycles[j]
is obtained from single core performance statistics of the application. The average
delay per request for core j is multiplied with the total number of requests causing
stalls at core j, to account for overlapping miss latencies. The stalling requests
are obtained from all load/store instructions resulting in stalls. A stall refers to
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a period where no instruction dispatch occurs because an instruction at the head
of the reorder buffer in the core suffered a long-latency miss. With contention,
the number of stalling requests might vary, and also not the same instructions
might result in stalls. An upper bound on the contention delay can be obtained by
assuming that all requests contribute to stall cycles. Instead, it is assumed that
the number of requests causing a stall for a given core, in the multi core case is the
same as the number of stalling requests for that core when run in isolation.
It needs to be noted that such a queuing model-based contention estimation
technique can only predict an average delay per request for each application.
Depending on the actual memory access pattern, the delay experienced by requests
from an application might vary.

6.2

Validation of the presented model

PECAN’s uncore models have been validated on POWER7+ [68] and POWER8 [64]
platforms using microbenchmarks of specific characteristics and memory intensive
applications from SPEC2006 suite.

6.2.1

Overview of validation platforms

This section describes the POWER7+ platform. The validation platform [68]
consists of four cores per node and four nodes connected using single-hop pointto-point interconnects as shown in Figure 5.1. We bound the memory accesses
from applications running on nodes B, C, and D to memory at A, instead of
using the memory attached locally to each node, in order to maximize contention.
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Each processor node consists of 3 bidirectional links to connect to the three other
processor nodes. Within a single node, the POWER processor interconnect, called
the PowerBus, is a segmented ring-like architecture consisting of multiple trunk
links where the bus masters including LLC cache controllers and memory controllers
contend for bus cycles to access shared links. All cores share the memory controller
which is connected to the LLCs through the PowerBus using bidirectional links.
The L3 cache is distributed across cores and access to the shared L3 cache is
through the PowerBus using point-to-point bidirectional links. Each core’s L2
cache can read and write to a directly attached L3 cache segment (local L3 region)
using dedicated interfaces [67]. In addition, the L3 regions attached to other cores
(referred to as shared L3 regions) act as victim caches to the local L3 region, with
accesses through PowerBus links [67]. The memory controller consists of parallel
channels and re-order queues, where processor read requests are re-ordered taking
into account channel busy times and bank conflicts.
Algorithm 3 Methodology for estimating arrival rates in validation platform
1: procedure (EstimateArrivalRates)
2:
for n in 1 to NumNodes do
3:
for c in 1 to OnCores do
4:
M Crdrate[n] ← M Crdrate[n] + ((LDmiss[c, n] + RdST miss[c, n])/Cycles[Oncores − 1, c]) ×
CoreF requency
M Cwrrate[n] ← M Cwrrate[n] + (memwr[c, n]/Cycles[Oncores − 1, c]) × CoreF requency
P rIrdrate[n] ← P rIrdrate[n] + (L31LDrd[c, n] + L31ST rd[c, n])/Cycles[Oncores − 1, c]) ×
CoreF requency
7:
P rIwrrate[n] ← P rIwrrate[n] + (L31wr[c, n])/Cycles[Oncores − 1, c]) × CoreF requency
8:
nodeid = c/CoresperN ode
9:
if n! = nid then
10:
linkid = nodeid − 1
11:
M P rIrdrate[n, linkid]
=
M P rIrdrate[n, linkid]
+
((LDmiss[c, n]
+
RdST miss[c, n])/Cycles[Oncores − 1, c]) × CoreF requency
12:
M P rIwrrate[n, linkid] = M P rIwrrate[n, linkid] + (memwr[c, n]/Cycles[Oncores − 1, c]) ×
CoreF requency

5:
6:

6.2.2

Traffic estimation in PECAN

At each node in the validation platform, the following are modeled as queues:
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1. Shared read and write links connecting cores and the memory controller
(PI-MClinks) in the PowerBus
2. Links connecting cores and shared L3 caches (PIlinks)
3. Memory controller read and write channels to memory (MCch)
4. Links connecting to each remote node (MPrIlinks)

Estimation of arrival rates at each queue involves aggregation of traffic originating
from each core to a particular link in a given node. Algorithm 3 illustrates the traffic
aggregation at each uncore component. A miss at the L2 cache is either satisfied at
the local L3 region, the shared L3 regions, or the memory. The memory controller
read rate is obtained from reads on load misses at the L3 cache (LDmiss[c, n]), and
reads from memory on store misses at the L2 cache (RdST miss[c, n]) on account
of read-modify-write requests [67]. The write rate at the memory controller is
obtained from L3 cast outs to memory (memwr[c, n]) due to both loads and stores.
All reads from the shared L3 cache on load misses (L31LDrd[c, n]), and all fetches
on store misses from the shared L3 cache (L31ST rd[c, n]) count towards traffic
on shared PowerBus links connecting the L3 caches. Write traffic on these links
include victim cast outs from local L3 to shared L3 caches (L31wr[c, n]). The
remote node traffic is aggregated for each multi-processor link in a node. At each
queue, the parameters determining service rates listed in Table 6.1 are set to match
the architecture of the target platform.
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6.2.3

Validation Methodology

Each application is run individually on a single core of the validation platform
and statistics needed for computation in PECAN are collected by measuring
performance counters using the Linux-Perf tool [69]. Statistics such as data read
from local memory, data read from remote memory, memory controller read and
write dispatches, L3 cast-outs to memory, data read from and cast out to shared
LLC from each core, load/store misses at each level of the cache hierarchy, and the
number of stall cycles due to load/store instructions are collected. From the stall
cycles of a given application, an estimate of the number of load/store instructions
causing stalls is obtained as

StallingRequests =

StallCycles
M issP enalty + SingleCoreContentionCycles

where SingleCoreContentionCycles is the contention delay per request estimated
by PECAN due to requests from a single core and M issP enalty is the miss penalty
per request. Using these single core statistics, PECAN computes arrival rates
at each queue for multi core as outlined in Algorithm 3 and contention delay as
described in Algorithm 2.

6.2.4

Validation using microbenchmarks

We generated microbenchmarks of varying memory intensities and instruction
mixes using an automated test case generator called Microprobe [70]. Each
microbenchmark consists of a sequence of memory and compute instructions
implemented in an infinite loop and the characteristics of these microbenchmarks
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Figure 6.2:
Comparison of CPI of core 0 in node A between the values
estimated by PECAN and measured values on POWER7+ platform for different
microbenchmarks with increasing contention from other cores. On each graph the
Y-axis is increase in CPI of core 0, normalized to CPI of core 0 when only core 0 is
running the microbenchmark. For each graph, experiments stop when maximum
memory channel bandwidth is utilized. Depending on memory access rates, this
could happen at different core counts for each microbenchmark
are shown in Table 6.2. High memory activity in these benchmarks stresses
load-store miss structures at every level of the cache hierarchy and the read/write
buffers in the memory controllers, and creates stalls in the processor pipeline. A
comparison between CPI estimated from PECAN and the CPI measured on the
POWER7+ based multi core validation platform is shown for all microbenchmarks
in Figure 6.2. While running memory intensive microbenchmarks on multiple
cores, high memory activity quickly leads to maximum utilization of memory
channel bandwidth. Instances of each benchmark are run until maximum channel
bandwidth is utilized in order to stress the uncore in experiments presented in this
chapter.
The trends estimated by PECAN match measured values and offer several
interesting insights:
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Table 6.2: Microbenchmarks used for validating PECAN
Name
mem-ldst
mem-ld
mem-all-st
mem-all-ldst
mem-all-ld
mem-ld-mult
mem-ld-add-or
mem-all-st-mult-add
mem-all-st-mult
mem-all-ldst-add-or
mem-all-ld-mult
mem-ldseq

Instruction types
loads and stores
loads only
stores only
loads and stores
loads only
loads and compute
loads and compute
stores and compute
stores and compute
loads, stores and compute
loads and compute
loads and compute

L2-MPKI
731
701
549
551
541
424
302
294
291
294
284
121

L2 misses per cycle
0.0162
0.0139
0.0206
0.0206
0.0181
0.0136
0.0135
0.0238
0.0264
0.0244
0.0207
0.0131

• It is observed that the CPI of stores-only microbenchmarks is lower than
loads-only microbenchmarks on a single core.

However, stores-only

microbenchmarks have a higher CPI increment in the presence of contention.
The Load-Miss-Queue (LMQ) at the L1 cache drops requests and throttles
the number of load requests entering the uncore components. POWER
architecture is a read-modify-write architecture, therefore, every store miss
results in two memory requests, a fetch and a writeback. In addition, the
size of the Store Request Queue (SRQ) at the LLC is bigger than the LMQ,
which results in more store requests entering the uncore. When the number
of cores running stores-only microbenchmarks increases, higher rate of stores
leads to more contention. Contention cycles at a given uncore component
depend on the rate of accesses or L2 misses per cycle. Thus it is also
observed that maximum memory channel utilization is achieved at a lower
core count for stores-only microbenchmarks. In general, this trend can be
observed for microbenchmarks with higher L2-misses per cycle. For example,
mem-all-ld-mult has a lower L2-MPKI compared to mem-ld-mult but higher
IPC and L2 misses per cycle, leading to maximum memory channel
utilization at the same core count as mem-ld-mult.
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• NUMA accesses create a difference in the rate of memory access by cores
belonging to node A and other nodes. Cores in all other chips experience
delays at the multi-chip interconnect. This trend is particularly pronounced
for microbenchmarks with a high memory access rate.

Figure 6.3: Decrease in shared cache activity and increase in memory activity
in mem-all-ld-mult with increasing number of cores; Due to contention, per
core memory requests decrease with increasing number of cores
• The number of additional ways available for victim caching decreases with
increasing number of cores. For load instructions, this means that the number
of victim cast-outs to shared L3 cache decreases. Consequently, the number of
reads from the shared L3 cache decreases, while reads from memory increase.
Similarly, for store instructions, the writebacks to memory increase, while the
number of modified victim cast-outs to the shared L3 from local L3 decreases.
This is captured in Figure 6.3, where the number of reads from the shared L3
cache and memory for core 0 are shown. With 3 cores, victim caching becomes
insignificant and all accesses are from memory. Beyond three cores, memory
contention effects start to dominate. Accesses to the shared L3 cache per core
in PECAN are scaled corresponding to the reduced cache size available for
each individual application with increasing core count. These scaling factors
can be determined empirically from single core runs with different cache sizes.
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With known working set sizes for microbenchmarks generated, PECAN captures
all these effects accurately. It can be seen from Figure 6.2 that the rising CPI
trend captured by the model matches that of the measured values. The average
error between PECAN estimates and measured values across all core counts and
all microbenchmarks is 10.1%.

6.2.5

Validation using real applications

For real applications, using a performance predictor that uses statistics averaged
across the entirety of the benchmark execution cannot capture the CPI and memory
intensity variation within an application across its different phases.

Figure 6.4: For SPEC applications, periodic performance statistics were obtained
for multiple intervals and performance was estimated using PECAN for each such
interval. The figures show the comparison between per-epoch PECAN estimates
averaged over all such epochs and CPI measured on validation platform for a)
SPEC-mcf, b) SPEC-libquantum and c) SPEC-lbm. On each graph the Y-axis is
increase in core 0 CPI, normalized to core 0 CPI when only core 0 is running the
application

For SPEC applications, performance statistics were obtained epoch-wise, or at
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periodic time intervals for each application to capture variations in application phase.
These single core epoch-wise performance statistics were used to compute input
rates in PECAN and then PECAN estimates contention with increasing number of
cores for each epoch. PECAN estimates an upper and a lower bound in order to
model decrease in shared cache activity with increasing core count. The lower bound
assumes that accesses to the shared L3 cache per core is scaled corresponding to
the reduced cache size available for each individual application with increasing core
count. The additional accesses are serviced by the memory, incurring an additional
memory latency and contention delay. The upper bound assumes that beyond 1
core, there is no shared cache activity, and all requests that miss in the local L3
cache from every core are serviced by the memory. Performance was predicted
using the model for each application epoch and the average performance across
epochs was obtained. We compared these epoch averaged performance estimate
from PECAN with the CPI measured. Figure 6.4 shows the CPI increment trends
from PECAN and measured values for applications mcf , libquantum and lbm. The
validation platform is the same as that used for microbenchmarks in the previous
section and has 4 cores per node with each node’s L3 cache available for victim
caching to cores belonging to that node. For a single core, mcf has a 1.8x higher
memory access intensity (Number of local memory accesses per instruction) than
libquantum, while the shared L3 access intensity is less than 3x lower. When
multiple cores runs libquantum, the increase in CPI of Core 0 is much sharper
than in the case of mcf , due to combined L3 accesses in libquantum exceeding the
total amount of L3 cache capacity available per node and spilling over to memory.
Therefore the CPI trends in libquantum are dominated by increasing memory access
intensity by this spillover and is closer to PECAN upper bound, while mcf CPI
trend is affected mostly by contention due to very high memory access intensity
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and is closer to PECAN lower bound as seen in Figure 6.4. Another trend observed
in our findings is at node boundaries (core count = 5, 9, 13), the increase in CPI
of core 0 is not as sharp; i.e the CPI increase going from core count 4 to 5, 8 to 9
and 12 to 13 is lower than core count 5 to 6, 6 to 7 and 13 to 14 respectively. This
can again be attributed to the fact that when only one core per node is actively
running an application, it makes use of all of the available L3 cache capacity, thus
decreasing memory access intensity. In addition, the effect of NUMA accesses
further decreases the rate at which requests arrive at node 0, causing a very small
CPI increment in core 0 at node boundaries. PECAN captures all of these trends
correctly and the average error across all core counts across benchmarks for the
lower bound is 7.8% and the upper bound is 15.5%.
PECAN models the uncore architecture in detail and has been validated against
microbenchmarks and real applications. Although we validated using POWER
based architectures, our uncore models are generic and can be applied to other
architectures with a different topology and parameters described in Table 6.1. The
primary advantages of our tool lie in its capabilities (i) to perform fast design
space exploration with analysis of sensitivity to architectural parameters. (ii) to
determine combinations of applications with the least contention overhead

6.3

Design space exploration

A cycle accurate simulation to determine performance characteristics of all
applications

on

different

architectural

configurations

is

usually

very

time-consuming. PECAN facilitates easy high-level design space exploration of
different architectural parameters to identify the bottleneck links since uncore
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component delays are modeled as a function of architectural parameters listed in
Table 6.1. On SPEC applications, the following experiments that affect different
uncore components are performed: a) doubling the number of independent
memory controller channels b) decreasing the number of PowerBus links to the
memory controller by half c) fetching an entire cache line on the same channel
instead of striping over 2 channels d) varying the topology for the same number of
cores. Figure 6.5 shows the results of these experiments with upper and lower
bounds estimated by PECAN as described in Section 6.2.4. Doubling the number
of memory controller channels (MCch×2) reduces the queuing delay as expected
for both lower and upper bounds. Decreasing the number of links to the memory
controller (PI-MClinks/2) in the PowerBus increases the per-core CPI due to
increased contention at the link. Among the experiments shown, this has the
highest effect on CPI. In the POWER7+ system architecture, each 128 byte
cacheline request is striped over two discrete memory channels, each one of which
can operate in parallel. For the same number of memory controller channels, an
entire cacheline is fetched on the same channel (Chper$line/2).

While this

decreases overall memory latency due to better parallelism, per-channel queuing
delay also increases. The trends observed are similar to doubling the number of
memory controller channels, but as the number‘ of cores is increased, queuing
effects due to contention start to dominate, and an increase in CPI is seen as
compared to (MCch×2). Next, the core count per node is increased and modified
the topology (Topology), with 8 cores and 2 nodes. This topology allows more L3
cache available for sharing and fewer accesses are from memory. However, requests
from cores 4 to 8 are no longer remote memory accesses, but contend for the
shared links at a higher rate for local memory. This effect causes an increase in
CPI overall for both upper and lower bounds as compared to the baseline topology
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with 4 nodes.

Figure 6.5: Illustration of the effect of variation of architectural parameters on CPI
as estimated by PECAN. MCch×2:doubling the number of independent memory
controller channels; PI-MClinks/2:decreasing the number of PowerBus links to the
memory controller by half; Chper$line/2: fetching an entire cache line on the same
channel instead of striping over 2 channels; Topology:modifying topology to 8 cores
per node, 2 nodes

Figure 6.6: For incremental number of cores from 0-9, % error between CPI
estimated from PECAN and measured on core 0 of POWER8 platform is computed;
the figure presents the average error across all core counts
PECAN’s capability to do a design space exploration as demonstrated above
is very useful in uncore exploration of current architectures and in planning next
generation architectures. As an example, the uncore models are modified to match
POWER8 processors, the next generation successor to the POWER7+ system.
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The interconnect topology, cache sizes, bandwidth, core count, memory latencies
and channel characteristics in PECAN are modified to match details in [71, 72].
Performance is estimated for SD-VBS benchmark suite [18] consisting of image
processing and computer vision applications. These benchmarks have lower memory
intensity as compared to the microbenchmarks or SPEC2006 applications and are
representative of the class of applications that will be run on future many-core
systems. In order to validate these estimates, a POWER8 based multi core
processor [64] consisting of ten cores and two nodes, with five cores per node is
used. Figure 6.6 shows the error between PECAN estimates and measured values
averaged across all core count configurations from 1 to 10. It can be observed that
the maximum error between PECAN estimates and measured values is within 5%,
substantially proving PECAN’s ability to carry out a design space exploration for
future architectures.
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7

Estimation of Performance in a
Combined CPU-Accelerator System
In this section, the effects of contention within the uncore due to requests from
accelerators such as the GPU are examined and a validation is performed using
a POWER8T M system. The extent of contention between CPU and accelerator
memory requests depends on the type of memory model. There is maximum
contention in systems where the accelerator and the CPU share a physically unified
memory, where contention at the shared uncore resources has an impact on the
performance of both the CPU and accelerator, which creates memory traffic during
the course of its execution. When the accelerator and CPU do not share phycially
integrated memory, they have discrete memories and the accelerator gets data
from/to the CPU memory typically via DMA mechanisms. The accelerator may
suffer increased data transfer latency due to contending CPU requests, unless the
data transfer is heavily limited by the accelerator interconnect that accesses CPU
system resources. However the performance of the computation phase remains
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unaffected. In addition to the types of traffic described in Section 6.1, PECAN
also includes read and write traffic from accelerators attached to the system at
every uncore component accessed by the accelerator. This includes the processor
interconnect and memory controllers and memory as illustrated in Figure 5.1.
The accelerator request rate is added to AccessRate[n,q] for queue q in node n in
Algorithm 2. The computed queuing delay is the result of the contention between
CPU and the accelerator requests. This queuing delay is then appropriately added
to the accelerator-only execution cycles, allowing for overlapping requests and
memory level parallelism in the accelerator. Algorithm 4 is an extended version of
Algorithm 2 that includes accelerator traffic as well. The determination of fraction
of overlapping memory requests, AccMLP is highly dependent on the accelerator
architecture and the computational model.
Algorithm 4 Pseudocode for performance prediction for GPU and CPU in the
presence of contention from N umCores cores in the CPU
1: procedure (ComputeContentionCycles)
2:
for kr in 1 to NumAccKernels do
3:
for OnCores in 1 to NumCores do
4:
for n in 1 to NumNodes do
5:
for q in [All queues in MC, PrI, MPrI for rd and wr] do
6:
for c in 1 to OnCores do
7:
AccessRate[n, q]+ = (Requests[c, n, q]/Cycles[OnCores − 1, c]) × CoreF requency
8:
AccessRate[n, q]+ = AccRequests[n, q]/AccCycles[kr, OnCores]
9:
Delay[n, q] ← ComputeDelay(AccessRate[n, q])
10:
for c in 1 to OnCores do
11:
for n in 1 to NumNodes do
12:
for q in [All Queues in MC, PrI, MPrI] do
13:
Cycles[OnCores, c]+ = StallingRequests[c, n, q] ∗ Delay[n, q]
14:
Cycles[OnCores, c]+ = BaseCycles[c]
15:
for n in 1 to NumNodes do
16:
for q in [All Queues in MC, PrI, MPrI] do
17:
AccCycles[kr, OnCores]+ = AccM LP ∗ AccRequests[n, q] ∗ Delay[n, q]

PECAN is validated using a model of a POWER8 system, with a PCIe attached
GPU [64], where the PCIe bus is directly attached to the PowerBus. In a typical
GPU computation on such a machine with discrete CPU and GPU memories,
data is transferred from the CPU memory to GPU global memory and the GPU
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accesses data from its own global memory during kernel computation. Since the
objective is to study the effects of contention in a shared memory scenario, all the
data accessed by the GPU is pinned to CPU memory to maximize the impact of
contention for the purposes of validating the model. Even though this slows down
the GPU computation, the objective here is to only isolate the effect of contention
with the CPU. Moreoever, this is representative of cases where CPUs and GPUs
share memory with an interconnect of equivalent bandwidth as in the case of the
POWER8 machine.

Figure 7.1: Increase in CPI of CPU microbenchmarks as estimated by PECAN on
a POWER8 processor, when the CPU microbenchmarks are run along with various
Rodinia benchmarks on the GPU

Table 7.1: CPU Microbenchmarks for POWER8T M
Name
BM1
BM2
BM3
BM4
BM5
BM6
BM7
BM8

Read bandwidth utilization
15%
20%
28%
38%
42%
22%
40%
40%
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Write bandwidth utilization
0
0
0
0
0
22%
40%
75%

The Rodinia [73] benchmark suite is used in order to study the impact of GPU
memory traffic on the CPU performance. These benchmarks were modified to
access data pinned at CPU memory in order to maximize contention. Various GPU
performance statistics are collected during each GPU kernel execution, when the
CPU is idle. Along with these, single-core CPU performance statistics, collected
at same time intervals as the GPU kernels, are fed as inputs to PECAN. The
combined arrival rates at every queue are estimated from aggregating CPU and
GPU traffic. Figure 7.1 shows the increase in CPI or drop in performance for
CPU microbenchmarks listed in Table 7.1 due to contention from each of the
Rodinia benchmarks running on the GPU, as estimated by PECAN. srad, hot3d,
km are memory intensive benchmarks and cause greater slowdown in the CPU
microbenchmarks. In addition, PECAN estimates were compared with measured
CPI on the POWER8 machine with each of the Rodinia benchmarks running
on the attached GPU. An average error of less than 4%, with a maximum error
of up to 17% is seen when srad is run on the GPU in conjunction with CPU
microbenchmarks. It should be noted that gathering GPU statistics at smaller time
intervals can improve accuracies of benchmarks such as srad which uses a number
of __synchthread() instructions along with specific warps accessing memory to
place data in per-block-shared-memory [74].
In general, PECAN has the capability to estimate performance of different
processing cores accessing memory in parallel. Figure 7.2 shows the increase in
CPI due to contending requests from an accelerator that performs Harris corner
detection for different image sizes leading to different read and write bandwidth
requirements. 8R-4W refers to a read bandwidth requirement of 8 GBps and a
write bandwidth of 4 GBps. In microbenchmarks such as BM5, which are memory
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read-intensive, an accelerator with a read bandwidth requirement of 12 GBps can
cause a 16% increase in CPI due to contending read requests from the accelerator
as shown in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2: Percentage increase in CPI of CPU microbenchmarks due to different
read and write bandwidth requirements of the Harris corner detector accelerator.
(8R-4W) refers to a read bandwidth requirement of 8 GBps and a write bandwidth
of 4 GBps for the accelerator

7.1

Assumption and limitations

The primary advantages of a high-level tool such as PECAN are flexibility and
speed. In this section, PECAN’s capabilities, limitations and modeling assumptions
are discussed.

• A high-level model such as PECAN is limited in its capability to model
time-varying application characteristics accurately, since the predicted
performance is based on an average delay per request. However, by providing
traffic statistics for a single core at fixed intervals, PECAN can capture
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varying application phase behaviour to an extent as illustrated in Section 6.2.
Presented technique is based on the assumption that the distribution of
requests to the uncore remains relatively invariant even when additional stall
cycles result in fewer instructions being executed within the same interval. It
is observed that the accuracy improves with decreasing interval sizes as
expected. This is also true while collecting accelerator performance statistics,
where smaller time intervals or epoch sizes can be used to determine more
accurate distributions of arriving traffic.
• Rather than using a closed queue network with a fixed number of outstanding
memory requests similar to prior literature, this dissertation used a network of
open queues in favour of simplicity and tractability since the objective is not
to model the core itself, but rather use single-core performance to estimate
performance in a multi-core scenario. An open network of M-M-1 queues
however had higher error rates with measured CPI as compared to M-D-1
queues. Therefore, all results and analyses presented in this dissertation
are based on M-D-1 queues. The error rates for two microbenchmarks is
demonstrated as an example in Figure 7.3.

Figure 7.3: Increase in CPI of core 0 measured, estimated from M-M-1 based
PECAN and M-D-1 based PECAN, with increasing core counts.
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• PECAN computes contention cycles iteratively for i cores by computing input
traffic rates taking into account contention cycles of i − 1 cores as explained
in Algorithm 2. It is also assumed that the number of requests causing stalls
on each core remains the same with increased contention, but there is an
increase in delay per request with contention due to requests from all other
cores entering the uncore. With these assumptions, the CPI trends match
those obtained from hardware as explained in Section 6.2, even though there
are slight differences in exact values of CPIs.
• For high levels of accuracy, a detailed memory address trace is required to
model effects such as memory bank conflicts. Without actual traces, an
overall distribution of memory requests across channels is modeled.
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8

Conclusions and Future Work
This dissertation analyzed the limitations of generic architectures and quantified
the costs of increasing customization. By varying the degree of customization of
memory, compute and control flow elements, the following design points can be
obtained: a.Multi-core cluster with custom scratchpad memories and interfaces
(MCA), b. Multi cores with customized accelerators tightly coupled to each
individual core (TCA), and c. Multi cores sharing independent or loosely-coupled
accelerators, each with custom memory (LCA). This dissertation describes
optimizing performance on these different design points and compares them in
terms of performance and energy savings. Based on such analysis, a loosely
coupled architecture model with a cluster of low-power cores and configurable
accelerators to achieve performance and energy efficiency performs better as
compared to TCA and MCA for streaming vision applications. This dissertation
also discusses how to bridge the performance gap between these design points,
thereby identifying the microarchitectural features responsible for performance and
energy efficiency in each case. This dissertation presents a set of functional units
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which can be configured work in different modes of operation to implement a large
number of these basic kernels or primitives. A detailed discussion of data flow
optimization is also presented. This work maps compares vision kernels from
different domains such as surveillance, shopper assistance and automotive and
compares the LCA model with fully customized designs. This work also presents
Performance Estimation Through Contention ANalysis (PECAN), a framework
that estimates the effect of contention at various uncore components in an
accelerator-rich multi core processor. This has been validated using a combination
of microbenchmarks designed to stress different components of the uncore, and real
workloads, against performance counter-based measurements on an IBM POWER
processor. Finally, this disertation demonstrates how PECAN can be used for
rapid design space exploration of future many-core processors without the need for
time-consuming simulations. With the increasing degree of co-design between
emerging algorithms and applications,

and their underlying processing

architectures, there is tremendous scope for future research in evaluating the
various tradeoffs between computation and communication at various stages of
abstraction in these systems.

It is hoped that this dissertation can be a

foundational work for early-stage modeling of next-generation heterogeneous
architectures used in future systems for computer vision and other allied domains.
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